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ABSTRACT 

This report describes a Whole Body Honitor based on four uncoilImated Nal(Tl) 
detectors 1n a static geometry in use at the Australian Radiation Laboratory. 
A detailed discussion 1s presented of a methodology used to estimate the 
detector efficiency for any arbitrary source whose shape can be described 
analytically. This procedure Is valid for photon emitters 1n the range 120 
keV to 2.6 NeV. By the use of simple geometric models, this approach Is 
applied to human body as well as for certain Internal organs. For lower 
photon energies, a discussion of methods using Mal(Tl) detectors to detect 
1n-v1vo sources by an analysis of pulse-height spectra. Is presented. In 
addition, the application of the Whole Body Monitor in the study of human 
calcium metabolism, using the tracer Ca 1s described. Results of 
measurements on the natural activity of possible candidates for components of 
the concrete base of the Whole Body Monitor are presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 

A. INTRODUCTION TO THE A.R.L. WHOLE BODY MONITOR 

At the Australian Radiation Laboratory, the walls, floor and celling of the 
Whole Body Monitor (W.B.N.) are constructed of laminated sheets of steel of 
total thickness 18 cm. Each Individual steel sheet is about 12.5 nm thick and 
14 sheets are bolted together to form each side of the cuboid room. The 
Inside of the room Is lined with a 2 cm thickness of lead [1]. In turn, the 
lead 1s covered with a 1 mm sheet of copper. The steel attenuates the entrant 
photons mainly by Compton scattering. These scattered photons will Interact 
with the lead via the photo-electric effect, to further lower the average 
photon energy. The resulting lead K-shell X-rays are absorbed by the copper 
to Improve detector sensitivity to low energy photons. 

A lead glass window 1s Included in one wall of the room to reduce any feelings 
of claustrophobia which the subject may have. This window also allows 
observations of the subject, 1f necessary. The Internal dimensions of the 
room are approximately 2.1 m length by 1.8 m height x 1.7 m width. The 
chamber 1s accessed via a massive sliding door which occupies half of one 
wall. The air entering the chamber Is forced through a filter to remove any 
dust particles to which daughters of radon-222 may be attached. The resulting 
positive air pressure in the room allows about four air changes per hour. 

The original measurement system for the W.B.M. consisted of a single 200 mm x 
400 mm Nal(Tl) detector. A subject was measured seated in a reclining chair 
so that the subject's body (above the knees) formed a crude circular arc below 
the detector [1]. This configuration 1s useful for nuclides which are 
homogeneously distributed within the patient, but Introduces large variations 
1n detector response 1f the radionuclide Is redistributed within the body 
between and/or during measurements [2]. On this basis 1t was decided to 
replace the original configuration with one that would, 1n principle, minimise 
the variations 1n detector response due to variations 1n radionuclide 
distribution. This new configuration would be useful 1n both clinical and 
'health physics applications of whole body counting. 
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This new measurement system consists of four uncoil Imated 150 mm x 75 mm 
Na(I)TL detectors in a static geometry. The subject lies horizontally beneath 
the detectors which are distributed along the longitudinal axis of the 
subject. Although the measurement system is static, all detectors may be 
repositioned in a reproducible manner for any particular requirement. 

It was envisaged that clinical studies would form a significant part of the 
use of the W.B.M. As such studies can involve patients with various degrees 
of physical disability, it was decided to position such subjects as 
comfortably as possible. An obvious method is a placement horizontally upon a 
bed. 

To obtain the greatest flexibility for potential usage, Nal(Tl) detectors were 
chosen. Although it 1s possible to obtain higher efficiency using large 
volume plastic scintillators, their resolution is poor. As a consequence, 
their use is limited to known nuclides which emit single gamma rays. 
Conversely, solid state detectors have excellent resolution but poor 
efficiency, especially at higher energies. Furthuremore, their cost is large 
compared to that of Nal(Tl) detectors. In the case of cylindrical Nal(Tl) 
detectors,the detection efficiency is roughly proportional to the 
cross-sectional area, whilst the probability of full photon absorption 1s 
related to detector thickness. At a photon energy of 1.5 Mev, an increase in 
material thickness from 75 mm to 100 mm only Increases the probability of full 
absorption from 7 5 V 0 to 85°/. [2]. Thus a detector thickness of 75 mm 1s 
adequate for W.B.M. measurements. Commercially, a single photomultipHer tube 
can be used with a maximum detector diameter of 150 mm. The next commercially 
available diameter, 200 mm, requires the use of three photomultlpHer tubes. 
For a fixed detector thickness, this is equivalent to doubling the cost 
(doubling the volume of material) plus the use of three photomultipller 
tubes. Therefore 1t was decided to use 150 mm x 75 mm Nal(Tl) detectors. 

The number of detectors that can be used in a static system 1s limited by the 
necessity of providing a multi-channel analyser (MCA), which 1s capable of 
Independently timing and storing the analogue data from each detector. In 
principle, 1t is possible to sum the detector outputs into a single MCA. 
However, such a configuration precludes Information on the response of each 
Individual detector, 1f required. On this basis it was decided that a four 
detector system 1s adequate to provide a reasonable "coverage" along the 
longitudinal axis of a subject. Each of the detectors has an 0RTEC 476 
combined base and pre-amplifier directly attached to it. The analogue pulses 
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fr«i each pre-ampl1f1er are fed into separate ORTEC 471 amplifiers. In turn, 
the output fron each amplifier 1s fed Into a CANBERRA Model 35 M.C.A. via an 
associated analogue router with an Independent live-time clock for each of the 
4 Inputs. 

B. DETERMINATION OF EFFICIENCY FOR DISTRIBUTED SOURCES 

B.I. Introduction 

In the development of the Whole Body Monitor, It 1s of course necessary to 
generate a technique by which the total body burden or tiie nuclide burden for 
an organ of Interest Is estimated. The efficiency of a distributed source can 
be calculated directly by applying a five fold Integration [3]. As an 
alternative, the response of a detector to point sources either 1n air [4] or 
Inside a phantom [5,6] may be used to calculate the efficiency of a 
distributed source. The literature only provides limited data on the response 
of a Nal(Tl) detector to sources which H e significantly distant from Its main 
axis [4,10]. As a consequence, a semi-empirical method of specifying the 
response of a Nal(Tl) detector to a point source of arbitrary energy and 
posltlwn has been developed. The applications of this method are also 
described below. 

It should be noted that though estimates of volume efficiency may be 
determined using phantoms, such methods are Insensitive to subject physique. 
Furthermore, detector response may be optimised by experimentally determining 
that portion of the pulse-height spectrum which 1s least sensitive to source 
redistribution [12,13]. However, because such a method 1s dependent on the 
shape of the pulse-height spectrum as well as on photon energy, interpolation 
to different energies 1s difficult. 

B.2. Measurements on point sources. 

In order to obtain the maximum amount of empirical data on detector 
efficiency, a series of nuclides, which as a group emit a wide range of photon 
energies, was used. These nuclides are tabulated 1n Table 1.1. All 
measurements were performed with point sources having a calibration 
uncertainty of better than ±5'/,. Various correction factors, such as for 
coincidence sunning, are described 1n Appendix 1.2. 
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In general, the activities of the sources were sufficient to generate spectra 
in which the full energy peak area was much larger than the underlying 
continuum. Under these conditions, the estimation of peak area is not 
dependent on the methodology [21]. Thus, the portion of the underlying 
continuum directly beneath the peak could be adequately assumed to be a 
trapezoid. The channels that establish the limits of the peaks are determined 
by the criterion that the decrease in their content is no longer statistically 
significant. 

Two types of measurements were required for each nuclide. The first set of 
measurements was performed directly beneath the central axis of the detector. 
The source was positioned at various distances ranging from about 80 mm to 
about 800 mm beneath the face of the detector. The original approximation to 
the detector response was the use of the inverse square law. That is, the 
response varies with the inverse square of the distance between the source and 
an effective point of measurement which is energy dependent, and determined 
empirically from the data [14]. This approach, though apparently adequate for 
a germanium detector [14], was not satisfactory for a Nal(TI) detector. In 
most cases the fit between the model and the raw data became worse as the 
source moved closer to the detector. As an alternative, Sorenson [IS] points 
out that over a limited range the distance function behaves as the 
conventional expression describing the solid angle subtended by the circular 
face of the detector from a point source along a line normal to Its centre. 

TABLE l.l 

Nuclides used to determine detector response. 

NUCLIDE SELEr.TEO ENERGIES (KEV) 

5 7Co 123.2 (overlap of 122 and 136) 
Ce 164.0 

203 
Hg 279.2 

1 3'! 364.5 
8 5 S r 514.0 
1 3 7 C s 661.7 
5 6C0 846,1238,1771,2029,2599 
88 

Y 898,1836 65 Zn 1115 22 Na 1274 
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TABLE 1.2 

The p arameters for detector The parameters for 
response along central axis displacement of the 

point of measurement 
ENERGY K f X linear quadratic 

(keV) (cm) term term 
(cm"1) 

123.2 0.5250 1.00000 3.639 0.2672 — 

164.0 0.4849 1.00012 2.913 0.2906 -8.704E-04 
279.2 0.4491 0.99974 0.4214 0.2477 -4.769E-04 
364.5 0.3677 1.00009 2.219 0.2288 — 

514.0 0.3603 0.99970 -0.4416 0.2579 -7.325E-04 
661.7 0.2525 1.00026 2.141 0.3046 -1.196E-03 
846.0 0.2312 0.99999 1.636 0.2609 -8.408E-04 
898.0 0.2080 1.00023 1.135 0.1723 — 

1115.0 0.1826 1.00003 0.835 0.1766 — 

1238.0 0.1783 0.99978 0.5306 0.2126 -5.641E-04 
1274.6 0.1633 1.00002 1.710 0.1742 — 

1771.0 0.1103 1.00057 4.085 0.2048 — 

1836.0 0.1193 1.00050 1.044 0.1051 — 

2029.0 0.0841 1.00174 5.962 0.2573 -9.751E-04 
2599.0 0.0686 1.00107 4.019 C.1450 — 

Although this expression 1s not adequate close to the detector [15], i t was 
possible to use a modified version to obtain an excellent f i t for a l l energies 
over the range of movement of the source. This modified expression describing 
the efficiency (c) for a detector of radius r is : 

K( 1 - (h-x) 
• [ ( fh - x ) 2 + r 2 ] 

(1.1) 

where h 1s the vertical distance of the source from the geometric centre of 
the detector (the distance to the front face of the detector plus 5.5 mm) and 
x 1s the displacement of the effective point cf measurement from the centre of 
the detector. The factor f 1s included as an empirical means of allowing the 
expression to be valid for small values of h. The energy dependent constants 
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K,f,x, were determined from a non-linear least squares fitting procedure (IHSL 
subroutine ZSSXQ [50] ) and are presented in Table 1.2. The first constant K 
is a 'virtual' efficiency at the effective point of measurement (h=x) and is 
thus energy dependent in the manner characteristic of a Nal(Tl) detector 
(figure 1.1). The other two factors are not related to energy in any coherent 
manner. Presumably this reflects the limitations of a semi-empirical model 
which only approximates the behaviour of a point source. 

In the second type of measurement, a point source was moved along horizontal 
lines which originate at a normal through the centre of the flat base of the 
detector. This movement was up to a distance of 1.4 m from the origin, along 
lines at depths ranging from to 0.1 m to 0.8 m beneath the detector. Under 
these conditions the detector efficiency definitely varied with the Inverse 
square of the distance between the source and an effective point of 
measurement. The measurement geometry is presented in Figure 1.2. Here h is 
the vertical depth of the source beneath the geometric centre of the detector 
and d the horizontal distance of the source from the centre. Then in terms of 
the model, the measured count-rate c is expressed as 

_ constant c * = = „ (1.2) 
(/ (h* + d') - R r 

where R 1s the displacement of effective point of measurement, from the 
geometric centre of the detector towards the source, along the line joining 
the geometric centre to the source. This expression may be rewritten as 

. constant 
• l h ' + d z ) = — - - - - - + R (1.3) 

and solved as a simple linear regression. It was found that R was a function 
of both energy and h, the vertical depth beneath detector. Over all energies 
the relationship between R and h 1s mainly linear, with 1n some cases the 
addition of a small quadratic term. However these relationships do not appear 
to be energy dependent. Two examples of these relationships are depicted '.n 
Figures 1.3a and 1.3b. For simplicity, 1t was assumed that for all R, R(h)«0 
at h«0. The linear relationships were forced through the origin by reflecting 
the data Into the (-,-) quadrant and performing the linear regression on all 
data. The quadratic relationships were forced through the origin by 
performing a linear regression of R(h)/h against h. The constants derived for 
the relationship between R(h) and h are presented 1n Table 1.2. Again, there 
appears to be no relationship with photon energy. 
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In terms of efficiency, equation (1.2) may be expressed at d=o as: 

c ( h,o>, -_.£95sta_r.r ( l 4 ) 

th-R(h)r 
Combining (1.4) with (1.1): 

constants K (1 -̂--̂  =—) [h-R(h)]2 (1.5) 
•[(fx-hr + r ] 

Substituting (1.5) Into (1.2) 

#h HI r #i < h" x) * / h-R(h) 2 c(h,d) = K (1 p =-) (—= = ) (1.6) 
/[(fx-hr + r'] /(h* + 6£ ) - R(h) 

Expression (1.6) 1s the general expression which allows an estimation of the 
efficiency at any point 1n space beneath the detector. It 1s valid for any 
point within the volume defined by a cylinder of radius 1.4 metres and height 
1 metre situated directly below the geometric centre of the detector. 

As many of the parameters presented 1n Table 1.2 do not relate to photon 
energy 1n any coherent manner, 1t 1s necessary to Interpolate the results of 
equation (1.6) for Intermediate energies. Two procedures were developed to 
generate a smooth monotonlcally decreasing efficiency function over a broad 
range of possible source positions. For sources no more than 250 mm below the 
detector centre, the efficiency-energy relationship 1s adequately described by 
a power function determined from a linear regression performed on the 
logarithms of all 15 pairs of data points. An example of the raw data and the 
resultant smoothing using a power function Is presented in Figure 1.4. At 
distances greater than 250 mm the shape of the relationship gradually changes 
and the power function 1s no longer adequate. An alternative smoothing 
procedure, based on splines [16], was applied. However, 1n order to minimise 
oscillations 1n the spline fit, the logarithm of photon energy 1s used. The 
first spline fitting 1s performed using the 15 estimated efficiencies as 
knots. This fit allows the generation of 8 points, equidistant on the 
abscissa scale (logarithmic). These points are smoothed twice using 5 point 
smoothing [17], and then 1n turn used as knots to generate any additional data 
by another spline fitting. An example of a smooth curve and the data from 
which 1t was generated by a combination of splines and smoothing 1s presented 
In figure 1.5. 
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B.3. Photon Attenuation Co-efficients 

The final set of parameters that are required in this study concern the energy 
dependence of the broad-beam attenuation coefficient in water. Several direct 
measurements were performed using a cylindrical container Interposed directly 
between a point source and the detector (Figure 1.6). The cylinder has a 
diameter of 150 mm and can be filled with varying amounts of water up to a 
height of 350 mm. In all cases, a plot of the resulting count-rate in the 
photopeak against thickness of absorber (water) yielded an exponential form of 
attenuation. The measured attenuation co-efficient was very similar to the 
narrow beam attenuation co-efficients for water presented by Hubbell [18]. 
Therefore it was decided to use the Hubbell values as described by the 
analytic expressions presented by Nassaro et al [19]. 

B.4. Expression estimating Efficiency for Distributed Sources 

The use of the semi-empirical expression (1.6) plus knowledge of the 
attenuation co-efficients allows, in principle, an estimation of the detector 
efficiency for any distributed source whose shape could be described 
analytically. Let S(x,y,z) be the analytic expression describing the shape of 
a uniformly distributed radio-active source (figure 1.7). Let a gamma ray 
emitted from a random point ( x

s.y s» z
s) within the source pass through a 

random point (x d,y d#z d) within the detector. The track length of the 
gamma both within the source (t ) and the detector (tj can be calculated 

s d 
by standard methods 1n solid geometry (Appendix 1.3). If y 1s the 
attenuation co-efficient within the source and u. 1s the photo-absorption 
co-efficient within the Nal(Tl) detector, the average efficiency of the 
detector can be expressed as : 

I O-e d d) 
where the summation 1s performed over N pairs of random points. That 1s, the 
detector efficiency along a track within the source 1s weighted by absorption 
along the track within the detector. It was found that values of y d 

presented by Hubbell [18] could be related to energy (E) by an expression of 
the form: 

logvd - 95.95-21.69 1ogE+1.781 (logE) 2 -0.05295 (logE) 2 -124 (logE)" 1 (1.8) 
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B.5. Verification of expression estimating detector efficiency 

The expression described 1n the previous paragraph was tested by performing 
measurements on distributed sources of known activity at 'random1 positions 
within the measurement chamber. The distributed sources were created using 
four polythene containers of elliptical or cylindrical cross-section which 
form part of an anthropomorphic phantom [21]. The dimensions of the sources 
are tabulated in Table 1.3. 

TABLE 1.3 

The dimensions of containers used to check efficiency estimations 

Description Shape 

"head" elliptical 
"thigh" cylindrical 
"chest" elliptical 
"arm" cylindrical 

The two nuclides which were used are techn1dum-99m (141 keV photons) and 
potassium-42 (1525 keV photons). These nuclides were chosen because the 
respective photon energies were not utilised in the original calibration 
procedures. For both energies, the various phantoms, completely filled with a 
radioactive solution, were placed at distances ranging from 100mm to 1000mm 
from a detector and the actual full energy peak efficiency determined. 

In the case of potass1um-42, the use of a trapezoid base line, as described 
previously, was sufficient to generate unambiguous values for net peak areas. 

99m However, for photons emitted by Tc, the absorption and scattering within 
the absorbing medium was significant. A typical pulse-height spectrum, 
depicted 1n Figure 1.8, indicates that the original assumption of a relatively 
small underlying continuum no longer applies. Consequently, 1t was necessary 
to assume a quadratic baseline 1n determining the net peak area. The 
parameters of the baseline and the gausslan peak were determined by a 
conventional non-Hnear least squares fitting procedure [21]. The ratio of 
the estimated efficiency to the actual efficiency was calculated for all 

99m 42 measurements. Histograms of all results for Tc and K are presented 

Dimensl ons (mm) 
Length Radii 

198 93 70 
400 75 
399 100 146 
596 50 50 
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1n Figures 1.9 and 1.10 respectively. The uncertainties 1n the calibrated 
solutions are about 5°/ 0 and the uncertainty 1n the estimated detector 
efficiency for any point (equation (1.6)) 1s about 5°/,. Let It be assumed 
that the difference between the estimated and actual efficiency for a volume 
source 1s normally distributed with an expectation value of zero. Then, it 
can be easily demonstrated that it is necessary to have a difference of at 
lsast 15°/. between the values, 1n order to reject the null hypothesis at 
the 5°/„ level. Thus it can be concluded that the results depicted in 
Figures 1.9 and 1.10 are reasonable. The only published Information with 
which comparisons can be made 1s the method of Petr et al [10]. Their method 
assumed a parallel beam Impinging on the detector. An analytical expression 
was provided which generated the ratio (see figure 1.2) of the equivalent of: 

c(h,d) 
; — - ( 1 9> 

c(/ (h2 +d2)t0) 
Petr et al indicated that for high energies the detector response was fairly 
independent of artan(d/h) (see figure 1.2). However, the use of expression 
(1.6) to analyse the behaviour of the ratio given by expression (1.9) predicts 
that the detector response will lessen as the angle artan(d/h) Increases. In 
order to compare the methods, the efficiencies for the distributed K-42 
sources were calculated using the expression for off-axis relative 
efficiencies presented by Petr et al. The efficiencies directly below the 
axis were determined from expression 1.1. The results are depicted in the 
histogram of figure 1.10 and Indicate that the methods of Petr et al tend to 
overestimate efficiency away from the axis - at least for large volume 
detectors. It should be noted that since distributed sources were used, the 
assumption of a parallel photon beam 1s reasonable. 

The procedures described above allow the detection efficiency for various 
organs as well as for the whole body to be determined. The basic requirement 
1s the availability of an analytical function to describe the appropriate 
required shape. The advantage of such a method 1s that the dimensions of the 
organ may be related to the subject physique or at least extreme dimensions 
may be determined to allow a realistic range of efficiencies. Various analytic 
models are described below. 
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B.6. Estimation of Oetector Efficiency for the Human Body 

The first model to be described 1s that for a person lying horizontally 
beneath all detectors. This geometry Is far too complex to model accurately. 
A common approximation to the cross-sectional shape of a subject Is the use of 
an ellipse [20]. However, an examination of actual cross-sections [21] 
Indicates a rectangular shape 1s just as valid an approximation. Therefore 1t 
was decided to simulate body shape by the simple model depicted in Figure 
1.11. The model represents a horizontal subject with a pillow beneath the 
head and with arms folded beneath the head. The significance of the model 1s 
that it takes Into account the variation 1n width and thickness along the 
major axis of the human body. The profile of the model 1n the plane y=0 1s 
depicted in Figure 1.12 whilst the profile in the plane z=0 1s depicted In 
Figure 1.13. A description of all parameters is presented in Table 1.4 

TABLE 1.4 

Parameters used define simulated body shape 

Parameter Description Typical dimensions 
for adults 

alpha 
beta 

gamma 

M 

L 
W 

thickness of the ankle 
maximum height of pillow 
above baseline 
maximum height of head 
above baseline 
the distance from the feet 
to the base of the neck 
the height of the subject 
the distance between the elbows 
when the hands are folded beneath 
the head 

8 - 11 cm 

9 - 1 1 cm 

29 - 31 cm 

125 - 150 cm 
160 - 180 cm 

28 - 35 cm 

The volume of the model is given by the expression 

V - [2(W>a)(g-b)+a(4a+W)-b(W-2a)M/L].l/6 (1.10) 

The average density of a person 1s 1.06 [24], thus the mass of the model may 
be easily calculated. If the weight of the subject 1s known, equation (1.10) 
may be re-arranged to calculate w as a function of the other parameters, 
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including height and weight. Measurements of alpha, beta, gamma, H can be 
made on the subject and then slightly varied (with height and weight 
invariant) to generate a reasonable value of W. 

The efficiency of the model is calculated using a series of random points 
within the model. The efficiency at any point is calculated using expression 
(1.7). This expression utilises absorption along tracks from a random point 
in the model to a random position in each detector and allows the average 
efficiency for each detector to be calculated. As any subject is measured 
both prone and supine, every random point within the model must have its 
co-ordinates recalculated. If (x Q, y Q, z Q) are the co-ordinates of a 
random position for a "supine" measurement, then (x n, y ' -z ) are the 
new co-ordinates for a "prone" measurement. The co-ordinate y ' 1s such 
that when "reversal" occurs, the vertical position of the random point from 
the base of the model becomes the vertical distance of the point to the top 
face the model. It is also assumed that "reversal" does not alter the profile 
(Figure 1.13). In the "prone" position, the average efficiency for each 
detector is determined as described above, using the random points with 
recalculated co-ordinates. The average efficiency for each detector is the 
geometric mean of the "prone" and "supine" calculations. The overall 
efficiency 1s then simply the sum of the average efficiencies for each 
detector. 

B.7. Estimation of Detector Efficiency for the Lungs 

The profile of the lung model in a coronal plane towards the anterior aspect 
1s depicted 1n Figure 1.14. The cross-sectional shape of each lung is a 
quarter ellipse of 13.5 cm minor radius and 18.5 cm major radius for a male. 
There 1s a 10 cm extension of the length of the lung at the back of the 
subject. This extension 1s shown 1n Figure 1.15 which depicts the profile of 
the model 1n the m1d-sag1ttal plane. The dimensions quoted are taken from the 
I.C.R.P. Reference Man [24] and are an average for both lungs. In order to 
simplify the model, the "heart" 1s placed completely on the left side of the 
body. 

The minor radius of the heart 1s half that of the left lung and Its major 
radius 0.8 that of the lung. The thickness of the heart 1s assumed to be half 
that anteroposterior diameter of the lung. Assuming a value of 19 crfi for this 
diameter [24], the volume of the heart can be calculated as 745 ml. 
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This value Is within the normal range [24]. The total volume of the lungs and 
heart (excluding the extension of the lungs) can be calculated as 7455 ml. 
Thus the net lung volume in this region 1s 6710 ml. The model (Figure 1.15) 
assumes that the profile of the lung extension is in the shape of an ellipse. 
The cross-sectional area of the "lung" is given by 

19 x 10 -(* . 19 . 10)/4 = 40.8 (ml) 

The total volume of this region is 40.8 x 27 = 1101 ml. Thus the total lung 
volume is about 7800 ml. This 1s compatible with an average maximal lung 
volume of 6900 - 8000 ml [24]. 

The method of determining track lengths from a point source to the detector 
for the equivalent of prone and supine measurements is depicted schematically 
in figure 1.16. If (x , y , z ) is the position of an arbitrary point 
during a supine measurement, the effect of a prone measurement is to transform 
the co-ordinates of this point to (x . T_-y . -zj where T_ is the 

p C p p C 
total chest thickness. The procedure used to calculate the average efficiency 
for each detector 1s identical to that described for the model of the total 
body above. However, the calculations of absorption along a track from the 
lung, which passes through the heart before entering a detector, have been 
simplified. It is assumed that for the supine measurement only those points 
which lie directly beneath the heart generate a track which is attenuated by 
the heart. Furthermore, the total attenuation of such a track from the plane 
y«(T,+T u-T H) to y-Cr.+Ty) (Figure 1.16) is assumed to be due to the 
heart material. As a consequence, the track from any other point which may 
pass through the heart 1s assumed to be attenuated only by the lung material. 
These simplifications are reasonable since 1n terms of the model the volume of 
the heart 1s only 1 0 V o to 15V. of that of the lung. 
A description of the methods used to match the parameters T., T, and T„ 
of the mathematical model, to the equivalent parameters of the subject are 
presented 1n Appendix 1.1 

B.8. Estimation of Detector Efficiency for the Liver 

The final model described 1s that for the Hver. This 1s simulated by half an 
elliptical paraboloid with the anterior surface of the "liver" being the flat 
portion of the sem1-parabo1o1d. The shape of the model 1s depicted 1n Figure 
1.17. The position of the "liver" relative to the "lung" on the anterior 
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surfac* of the subject 1s depicted 1n Figure 1.14, whilst Its profile through 
the »ic<-sa$1ttai plane 1s depicted 1n Figure 1.15. Using the axes depicted in 
Figure 1.17 (which are in common with the lung) the equation of the liver 1s : 

x+a 2 y-b-Tu 2 z+c+13.5 
( — ) + ( > = (l.n) 

a b c 
for -13.5 < z < c - 13.5 (1-12) 
If z-rr 1n the range stated above, then 

zr+c-13.5 zr+c+13.5 
-a(l + ) < x < -a(l - ) (1.13) 

c c 
z rK-13.5 

T u +b(l ) < y < b+Ty (1.14) 

The value 13.5 is the nominal minor radius (in cm) of each lung (see above), 
23 is the greatest vertical diameter (height), b is the greatest 
anteroposterior diameter (width) and c 1s the greatest transverse diameter 
(length). The volume of half an elliptic paraboloid 1s 

* abc 
(1.15) 

4 
A range of values for 2a, b and c is available 1n the literature [24]. The 
mean values for these parameters are 2a=11.5, b=15.5, c=25. Substituting 
these values into equation 1.15 a value of 1750 ml 1s calculated. This result 
corresponds well with the weight of the liver for reference adult male of 1800 
g [24], The estimated efficiency of the mode! is only determined for the 
equivalent of a supine measurement, since the liver lies close to the anterior 
surface of the subject. The density of the liver 1s close to unity [24] and 
so the attenuation coefficients for water are used. The calculation of 
efficiency is performed 1n a manner similar to that described previously 
except that only a "supine" calculation 1s performed. 

B.9 Estimation of the minimum detectable level for the human body 

In order to determine a minimum detectable level for a nuclide, 1t 1s 
necessary to determine a baseline with which to perform a comparison for the 
spectral region of Interest (corresponding to that nuclide). The best method 
of determining a spectral baseline 1s to use a subject pulse-height spectrum 
collected before any possible intake of radionuclides. As an alternative, 1t 
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is possible to generate a baseline by performing median smoothing on the 
actual spectrum [74], that is, defining the baseline for a channel by the 
median of the contents of a pre-set number of surrounding channels. A moving 
median with a span of n channels does not disturb monotonically changing data, 
but eliminates peaks of width less than m channels where n = 2m + 1 [74]. For 
Nal(Tl) spectra with a resolution of about 10 keV per channel, n = 31 has 
found to be adequate for energies above about 400 keV. At lower energies, it 
is preferable to Increase the resolution to about 2 keV per channel in order 
to obtain the flatter pulse-height spectrum more suitable to this form of 
smoothing. In the region ISO to 400 keV n = 41 has been found suitable. 
However, below this region (see Figure 2.1) the rapidly changing shape of the 
pulse-height spectrum Invalidates the method. Techniques suitable for lower 
energies are described in Chapter 2. 

If the difference between the baseline and the original counts in the region 
of Interest 1s assumed normally distributed, it is possible to apply the 
methodology of Altshuler and Pasternack [30]. In combination with the 
estimated detection efficiency, this methodology allows the calculation of a 
minimum detectable true activity - minimum detectable level (see also section 
B of Chapter 2). "Typical" values of this minimum detectable level based on a 
95V. probability of detection of the nuclide when present and a 5 V 0 

probability of obtaining a false positive result are presented below. These 
values are based on a net geometric mean pulse-height spectrum of the subject 
(see Chapter 2) measured for 1800 seconds and an assumed uniform distribution 
for the nuclide within the subject. It Is also assumed that the channel 
contents forming the baseline retain their original variances. 

TABU 1.5 

Minimum detectable levels for various nuclides 
assumed uniformly distributed in the body 

nuclide photon energy minimum detectable 
(keV) true activity (Bq) 

selen1um-75 269 22 
chrom1um-5l 320 190 
caeslum-137 662 23 
scand1um-46 889 18 
protact1nium-230 952 66 
rub1d1um-86 1076 220 
cobalt-60 1173 20 
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C. OPTIMAL POSITIONING OF DETECTORS IN THE WHOLE BODY MONITOR 

As an additional consideration in whole body counting, detectors should be 
configured to minimise variations in the total detector response to changes in 
the radionuclide distribution within the subject. Any changes in detector 
response, caused by variations in lateral radionuclide distributions (depth 
within the subject) may be minimised by determining the geometric mean of 
prone and supine measurements [11]. However, the minimisation of the effects 
of longitudinal distribution (and redistribution during a measurement) 
requires more complex procedures. The possibilities for an optimum 
configuration for detectors have been Investigated using point sources within 
a phantom [7,8,9]. However, a detailed solution to this problem requires a 
model of the response of the detectors to sources within the human body . 
This can be achieved by combining expression (1.6) with the simple simulation 
of the human body described previously. The profile of the model 1n the plane 
z«0 is depicted in Figure 1.13. For reasons of symmetry, all calculations 
were performed along the central (near horizontal) plane of the model. The 
line forming the Intercept of this plane with the plane z=0 is depicted as 
y»f(x) 1n this figure. The equation of the mid-planes are given by 

y=0.5 A (x-d )+ a/2 d < x < H+d (1.16a) 

y = 0.5 (A+8) (x-d )+0.5 (o -B.M) M+d < x < L+d (1.16b) 

where A= (a - y)/L, B- B /(L-M). 

The detector efficiency for any pent along y=f(x) is assumed to be the 
product of the unattenuated efficiency at that point c(h,d) (equation 1.6 ) 
and the attenuation along the track which runs from that point to the 
centre of the appropriate detector (figure 1.13) 

Set E^x) = c 1(h 1.d 1)e 1 " p P 1 (1.17) 

The average efficiency of the Hne y*f(x) for a 4 detector system 1s then 

E= f J I E,(x) dx (1.18) 
L 1-1 n 
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whilst the variance of E Is given by 

2 _ 1 4 2 _ 2 
s (E)=- / I E i (x) dx - E (1.19) 

L 1=1 
2 _ _2 

The relative variance S (E)/E" IS the parameter which 1s minimised [8]. 

It has been pointed out [8] that in performing this optimisation there is a 
choice between minimisino the relative variance as described above or 
determining the detector configuration which minimises 

( E - E ) / E (1.20) 
max mln 

This second condition is more suitable for measurements on subjects who have a 
localised distribution of radioactivity, whilst the minimisation of the 
relative variance 1s more appropriate for subjects having a more uniform 
radionuclide distribution [8]. However, if the probable location of the 
radioactive contaminant is known (e.g. by reference to the I.C.R.P. metabolic 
models [20]), it is preferable to increase the measurement efficiency by 
direct placement of the detector/s over the organ of Interest. Therefore 1n 
all cases the parameter thac was minimised was the fractional variance of the 
average efficiency. 

Bevington [21] has presented a general program GRAOLS, which minimises 
chi-squared by optimising the parameters of an arbitrary function. This 
program can be directly applied to minimise the fractional variance 
(expression 1.18) by optimising the positions of the detectors. It 1s obvious 
that the greater the distance between the source and the detectors, the lower 
the fractional variance of the average efficiency. Thus, 1n order to obtain a 
realistic result, 1t 1s necessary to fix the vertical height of one of the 
detectors (detector no 4 - Figure 1.13). Furthermore, 1t 1s also necessary 1n 
practice to specify the horizontal position of detector no. 1 (figure 1.13) at 
Its minimum feasible value, 1n order to obtain a realistic result. 

The optimisation procedure is performed 1n two stages. In the first part, the 
configuration of the detectors in the plane z=0 (the x,y dimensions) are 
determined by performing the optimisation procedure along the line y*f(x). 
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Secondly, to obtain the positions of the detectors in the transverse (z) 
dimension, the optimisation is performed along pairs of lines parallel to and 
equidistant from the line y=f(x) on the mid-planes of the model (*..f. the 
dashed lines - Figure 1.12). These lines represent point sources along the 
central planes of t*\e subject which are effectively rotated through 180 
degrees on converting from the equivalent of a prone to a supine measurement. 
For each pair of lines, the average efficiency is determined from the 
geometric mean of 'prone' and 'supine' measurements. That is, the average 
efficiency E is given by: 

1 * E= - J I At (x) . E (x)) dx (1.21) 
L 1=1 p s 

whilst the variance of E is given by 
2 _ 1 4 2 _2 

s (E)=- J ( I /[E (x) . E(x)]) dx - E (1.22) 
L 1-1 P S 

The procedure was applied in two dimensions to a subject of length 1.8 met-e 
using photon energies in the range 200 kev to 2 Mev, in steps of 200 keV. The 
two fixed parameters are the height of detector no.4 (0.6 m) and the 
horizontal position of detector no.l (225 mm). The results are presented in 
Figure 1.18. The rectangles labelled with detector numbers contain the spread 
of optimum positions for all energies in the range described above. As is 
evident, the optimum positioning at least for 3 of the detectors is fairly 
independent of photon energy. In the case of detector no.l, the variability 
of its placement is due to Its fixed horizontal position, since the 
optimisation procedure will place it less than the 225 mm limit. However, 
since this detector contributes least to overall detection efficiency, as 1t 
lies beyond the feet of the subject, Its placement is of less significance. 
The overall response of the detectors at an 'average' optimal placement is 
displayed 1n Figure 1.19 for different energies. The fractional standard 
deviation of the average efficiency 1s usually about 3°/,, whilst the 
extreme range of efficiencies along the central line of the model 1s less than 
12V„. 
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APPENDIX 1.1 

METHODS EMPLOYED TO MATCH PARAMETERS OF THE 
ANALYTIC LUNG MODEL TO THAT OF THE SUBJECT 

In order to match the parameters of the mathematical model to that of an 
actual subject, an Intermediary 1n the form of a simple physical phantom 1s 
used. This phantom, which 1s 1n the form of a "sandwich", 1s depicted in 
Figure A1.1. The top layer, which consists of sheets of perspex, simulates 
the layer of tissue and bone overlying the lung. The "filling", which 
consists of layers of polyurethane, simulates the lung tissue, whilst the 
bottom layer of perspex simulates the tissue and bone underlying the lung. 
The specific gravity (S.G.) of muscle and adipose tissue 1s of the order of 
1.0 [24], whilst that of bone ranges from 1.85 for compact bone to 1.08 for 
spongy bone [27]. The S.G. of a 10 kg skeleton including cartilage has been 
measured at 1.3 [28]. Perspex has a S.G. of about 1.18 and has similar photon 
mass attenuation and energy absorption coefficients to muscle above 50 kev 
[25]. Thus it 1s used as a compromise material to simulate a combination of 
muscle and bone. The S.G. of lung tissue has been quoted in the range 0.26 -
1.05 [24]. However, the only estimate of S.G. which Includes the presence of 
air within the lungs 1s the lower value of 0.26 [26]. Most materials which 
have been used as lung substitutes have a similar S.G. [25]. White [25] has 
suggested use of polyurethane foams especially fabricated to produce this 
unusual specific gravity. I.C.I. Austra 1a was contacted and arrangements 
were made through Mr J Olszewski of the Plastics Technical Service centre to 
produce blocks of polyurethane of appropriate density. The average S.G. of 
the polyurethane was measured as 0.26 ± 0.3 for a series of 20 sheets 10 mm 
thick. These sheets form the lung equivalent material of the phantom. 

The parameters that require matching are the thickness of the lung plus the 
thicknesses of tissue above and below the lung. All other parameters are kept 
constant. In principle, these parameters of the phantom are matched as 
closely as possible to those of the subject and then used for the mathematical 
model. Nie basis of this matching 1s an actual measurement of the 
transmission of photons of the appropriate energy through the chest of the 
subject. Two of the 150 mm x 75 mm Nal(Tl) detectors are positioned with 
their centres 195 mm apart 1n the same transverse plane. The centre of the 
front surface of each detector 1s placed 30 mm above the chest of the subject, 
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with the lower vertical edge of each detector 1n line with a nipple of the 
subject. This geometry, the standard one for supine lung measurements, 1s 
also used to determine the extent of photon transmission. The source is 
placed below the bed (upon which the subject lies) so that it lies directly 
below the m1d-po1nt of a horizontal line joining the centre of each detector. 
After a measurement is made with the subject in place, he 1s removed and the 
measurement repeated. The ratio of count-rates in the photopeaks corresponding 
to the appropriate photon energy Is the transmission value. In the case of 
natural uranium, which has a low specific activity, a slightly different 
procedure must be used. The 186 KeV gamma ray from uranium-235 will not 
generate a clear photopeak in a pulse-height spectrum which results from a 
measurement of photon transmission. As an alternative, the region of Interest 
(R.O.I.) for this photopeak must be used. Since this R.O.I, also Includes 
contributions both from the background and from the subject himself, these 
contributions must be subtracted by using the pulse-height spectrum derived 
from the subject. The ratio of the net spectrum within the R.O.I, to -he net 
unscattered spectrum within this region is the transmission value. 

With respect to the actual phantom, the photon transmission as a function of 
material thickness (either polyurethane or perspex) is determined empirically 
for the combination of both detectors. The source 1s placed underneath the 
table (as for a subject), and the thickness of material placed between source 
and detector varied. Sheets of material about 500 mm x 500 mm by about 10 mm 
thick are used to determine an empirical expression relating thickness of 
material to fractional transmission. In principle, sufficient data 1s now 
available to determine which combination of perspex and polyirethane 
thicknesses will generate a transmission value equal to that of the subject. 
However, 1n order to obtain a realistic result the following constraints must 
be observed: 

(a) Berger and Lane [29] provide estimates of the mean thickness of 
tissue overlying the lungs as a function of the physique and sex of 
the subject. 

(b) Anatomical texts which display cross-sections of the torso (eg [21]) 
suggest that the posterior tissue thickness lies 1n the range 1.5 to 
3 times the anterior thickness. 

(c) The actual thickness of the chest at a position half way between the 
line joining the nipples and the suprasternal notch 1s measured to 
Indicate the thickness of the phantom. 
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The limitations (a) and (b) allow a realistic range of perspex thicknesses to 
be chosen. Let f

0 ( T
u

+ T p ) D e t n e expression describing the transmission 
through perspex and F (T ) be the corresponding expression for 
polyurethane (see Figure A1.1). If i is the measured transmission through 
the subject and T is the total chest thickness of the subject then : 

VVV-VV"1 ( A 1 1 1 ) 

In general, the expressions describing transmission are either linear or 
polynomials with respect to material thickness and may be solved iteratively 
by the Newton-Raphson method. The most suitable values of T Q, r and T 
determined from the solution of the equation are used for the mathematical 
model. The transmission (or attenuation) factors used above were determined 
from a geometry in which the source was positioned 500 mm below the table 
(and mattress) and photon collection was by two detectors simultaneously. In 
the mathematical model a point source lies within the absorber and each 
detector is treated independently. This difference in geometry has 
necessitated the re-determ1nation of photon transmission as a function of 
energy for the two materials. In this case the attenuation can be adequately 
specified as exponential. 
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APPENDIX 1.2 

A DESCRIPTION OF ALL CORRECTION FACTORS USED 
IN DETERMINING DETECTOR RESPONSE 

In general two factors were employed to correct the measured count-rate of 
the full energy peak. The first factor corrected for the random summing of 
photon energies, that is, pulse pile-up. Cohen [67] presents a simple 
expression (equation (7) [67]) to correct the measured peak area. The use of 
a CANBERRA 1407P pulse pair generator allowed the pile-up resolving time of 
the electronics to be measured as 2.5 microsecond. In practice, the A.D.C. 
dead time was kept to less than 5°/.. 

Another factor was required to correct for coincidence summing due to 
cascaded photons [68]. This correction was required for nuclides with 

56 cascading gamma-rays (e.g. Co), for cascades with electron capture X-rays 
139 (e.g. Ce), and for cascades with photons generated by positron 
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anlhillatlon (e.g. Na). The methods presented by Debertln [68] require 
knowledge both of Intrinsic efficiency and the measurement geometry. Gros.iean 
[69] presents calculated values of intrinsic efficiency for point sources 
directly below the central axis of a 150mm x 75mm Nal(Tl) detector. As an 
adequate parameterization, 1t was found that the intrinsic efficiency (e) of 
the source could be related to its vertical displacement from the detector 
centre (d) by the empirical expression 

e - cHc2.1og(d-4.36) (AT .2.1) 

where cl and c2 are energy dependent constants.In turn,these constants were 
generated from the empirical expressions: 

log(cl) = -0.3478.log(E)-0.7728 (Al.2.2) 

log(c2) * -1.612-0.7421.E+0.1222E2-0.3395 (Al.2.3) 
E 2 

where E 1s the photon energy 1n Mev. These expressions are valid in the 
energy range 0.132 Hev to 3.66 Mev and 1n the vertical range 50 mm to 1O00 mm 
below the face of the detector. The values of e presented by Grosjean [69] 
are valid only for sources directly under a detector, but 1n the absence of 
more substantial data, they were also applied to sources placed off-axis. 
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The solid angle subtended by the circular base of the detector from a 

point on its axis can be readily calculated. However, for points which were 
off-axis, the solid angle subtended by the cylindrical detector could be 
determined from tabulated values [63]. As has been stated in Chapter 1, all 
off-axis measurements were performed along a horizontal line whose origin is a 
normal through the detector centre. For a series of horizontal lines of 
various depths, the angle subtended by the detector at points on each line was 
plotted against the direct distance of each point to the detector centre. 
This plot indicated that this relationship was not very sensitive to the 
ve' teal displacement of the horizontal line. Accordingly, the solid angle 
(S) was related to the distance to the detector centre (D) at five 
representative vertical displacements, by an expression of type 

L06(S)=AD2 + BD + C (Al.2.4) 

The fitted constants A,B,C are presented in Table A1.2 

TABLE A1.2 

Values of Constants used to determine solid angle. 

Vertical distance of Value of fitted constant 
source beneath detector A B C 

1.754 -0.8458E-01 0.3337E-03 
1.726 -0.8117E-01 0.3116E-03 
2.210 -0.6579E-01 0.2154E-03 
2.620 -0.5460E-01 0.1544E-03 
3.361 -0.3765E-01 0.7441E-04 
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APPENDIX 1.3 

THE DETERMINATION OF TRACK LENGTHS WITHIN SOURCE AND DETECTOR 
AS REQUIRED FOR ESTIMATION OF EFFICIENCIES FOR DISTRIBUTED SOURCES. 

As 1s described 1n section B.4 of Chapter 1, estimates of efficiency for 
distributed sources require calculation of photon absorption along random 
straight tracks which commence in the source and pass through the detector. 
This appendix presents a calculation of path lengths for the case of a 
cylindrical detector and a source which is an elliptical cylinder. 

A. Determining the path length through the source 

The geometry of the source-detector system is depicted 1n Figure A1.3 with 
major axis of the source lying along the X axis. The curved surface of the 
source 1s represented by the expression 

(y-yJ 2 (z - z.) 2 

—|- + 3-l- =1 (Al.3.1) 
tC B* 

where A and B are the major and minor radii of the elliptical cylindrical 
surface. The extent of the source along the X axis 1s given by 

x - 1/2 < x < x + L/2 f Al .3-2) 
s s 

where L 1s the length of the source and (x , y , z ) are the 
co-ordinates of the centre of the source. 

If R 1s a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, then a random 
point (x . y , z ) 1n the source is calculated as 

X p » x $ + (R x -0.5)L (Al.3.3) 

y p = Y s + (R y -0.5)2A (Al.3.4) 

Z » Z + (R -0.5)28 (Al.3.5) 
p s z ' 

where R , R , R are three Independent random numbers. 
A y L 
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in 

may be calculated using similar principles. 
A random position (d, h, r) within the detector of centre (x., y_, z ) 

The parametric equation of the line joining (x , y , z ) to (d, h, r) is 

x - d y - h z - r 
= = = t (Al.3.6) 

K - d yn - h z« " r 

P P P 

OR 
x = d + t(x -d) (Al.3.7) 

y = h + t(y -h) (Al.3.8) 

z = r + t(z -r) (Al.3.9) 
P 

where t is the appropriate parameter. 

The substitution of (Al.3.8) and (Al.3.9) Into (Al.3.1) will generate a 
quadratic expression in t, which may be solved by conventional means, to give 
two values of t. In turn, these values may be substituted into (Al.3.7) to 
(Al.3.9) to generate the co-ordinates of the two points on the curved surface 
of the source through which the line passes. The point whose Y co-ordinate 1s 
the larger, 1s, of course, the required point. Let the co-ordinates of this 
point be ( x r y 1 # z^. 

However, 1t 1s possible that the track will cross the curved surface for 
x > x + L/2, that 1s, beyond the plane which defines a limit of the 
source. In this case the expression x - x • L/2, which defines this 
limiting plane 1s combined with (Al.3.7) to give a value of 

t • (x +L/2 - d)/(x - d) (AT.3.10) 

This can be substituted into expressions (A3.1.8) and (A3.1.9) to obtain the 
co-ordinates of point of Interception (x^, y^, z^) with this plane. 
Similarly, 1f the appropriate track crosses the curved surface for x < x $ -
L/2, that 1s, the limiting plane 1s x « x - L/2, the appropriate expression 
for the parameter 1s 

(x $ - L/2 - d)/(x - d) (Al.3.11) 
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The track length along which absorption 1s deemed to occur In the source 1s 

•[(x, - x p ) 2 • (yi - y p ) 2 + (z i - z p) 2] (Al.3.12) 

B. Determining the path length through the detector 

The curved surface of the detector, a circular cylinder, can be represented by 
the expression 

(x - x „ ) 2 (z - z 0 ) 2 

+ , T (Al.3.13) 
C C 

The limiting planes are represented by the expressions 

y - y + H/2 (Al.3.14) 
and 

y - y 0 - M/2 (Al.3.15) 

where x„, y^, z„ are the cordlnates of the geometric centre of the 0 0 0 
detector of radius C and length M. The substitution of (Al.3-7) and (Al.3.9) 
Into (Al.3.13) will generate, as noted previously, a quadratic expression 1n 
t. The two values of t which form the solution to the quadratic, when 
substituted 1n (Al.3.7) to (Al.3.9), will generate the co-ordinates of each of 
the Intercepts of the line with the curved surface of the detector. Let the 
two sets of co-ordinates be (x u p, y u p , z u p) and (X(Jn, y < J n, Z ( J n ) 
respectively. If y > y + M/2, the co-ordinates of the Intercept of the 
line with the plane y » y + M/2 can be derived using the following 
expression for the parameter 

t - (y 0 + M/2 - h )/(yp - h) (Al.3.16) 

whilst 1f y. < y. - M/2, the co-ordinates of the intercept of the line an o 
with the plane y * y - M/2 can be derived from the expression 

t - (y Q - M/2 - h )/(yp - h) (Al.3.17) 

The distance along which absor tlon 1s deemed to occur 1n the detector 1s then 

4 x - x ) 2 + (y - y , ) 2 + U - z^ ) 2 ] (A1.3.18) 
up dn up dn up dn 
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CHAPTER 2 

A. INTRODUCTION TO METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF PULSE-HEIGHT SPECTRA OBTAINED FROM 

IN-VIVO MEASUREMENTS OF LOW ENERGY PHOTON EMITTERS 

In the absence of a hyperpure germanium detector, the possible presence of 
lung burdens of amer1cium-24l or natural uranium has been Investigated at 
A.R.L. using two 150mm x 75mm Na!(Tl) detectors, each placed over a separate 
lung. The use of thick Nal(Tl) detectors for the detection of body or organ 
burdens of low-energy gamma ray emitters 1s constrained by the difficulties of 
predicting the shape of the pulse-height spectrum of the uncontaminated 
subject 1n the appropriate regions of Interest [45]. The portion of a subject 
pulse-height spectrum below 200 keV, with the appropriate regions of Interest 
for the two materials emphasised, is presented in Figure 2.1. Due to the 
variability in the spectral shape below 200 keV, 1t is necessary to confirm 
the presence of the appropriate nuclide by performing some form of comparison 
with tr? measured pulse-height spectrum of the subject [45]. This chapter 
discusses both a direct method and a proposed new approach to overcome such 
difficulties. 

B. A METHOD OF SPECTRAL ANALYSIS USING DIRECT COMPARISON OF SPECTRA 

At present, the most effective method of detecting the presence of either of 
these nuclides in a subject's pulse-height spectrum 1s to perform a direct 
comparison with another spectrum of the subject, collected before any possible 
Intake of radionuclides. 

In order to generate either subject spectrum, four sets of measurements are 
required. It should be noted that each measurement 1s performed using the two 
Nal(TI) detectors simultaneously. 

(1) A background measurement of the empty chamber prior to the subject 
measurement (B,) 

(2) A measurement on the horizontal subject lying supine (S) 
(3) A measurement on the horizontal subject lying prone (P) 
(4) A background measurement of the empty chamber after the completion of 

the measurement on the subject (B,). 
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The actual net channel counts N(R) for the region of interest (R) for the 
subject spectrum is determined from : 

N (R)-S(R)-2/3.B (R)-1/3.B (R) (2.1) 

Hp(R)=P(R)-2/3.B2(R)-l/3.B1(R) (2.2) 

N(R)=/[N s(R).N p(R)] (2.3) 

where N (R) 1s the net count-rate for the supine measurement and N (R) 1s 
the net count-rate for the prone measurement. The use of the geometric mean 
of the prone and supine measurements (equation 2.3) has the advantage that 
variations in the response of a detector to variations 1n the depth of the 
source within the subject tend to be minimized [11]. The linear interpolation 
of backgrounds on a two-thirds to one-third basis Is a reasonable way of 
assessing their contributions, considering the difficulties of estimating the 
background counts during a subject measurement. The two background 
measurements are required since the contribution to the background from the 

222 decay products of Rn (see the discussion below) 1s not necessarily 
constant. 

For subject spectra measured before and after a possible intake of activity, 
let 1t be assumed that the difference between the count-rates (1n the 
appropriate region of interest) 1s normally distributed. Under this condition, 
1t can be demonstrated (see [30] for details) that the "minimum significant 
measured activity" [30] 1s given by 

k . /(V • V ) (2.4) 
a I II 

where a 1s the probability of accepting a false positive difference (Type 1 
error) whilst k 1s determined from the unit area normal distribution curve 
1n that the probability of obtaining a standardised normal variable (mean = 0, 
variance * 1) with a value greater than k is a. The parameters V. and 
v.. are the variances of the count-rates 1n the regions of interest for each 
measurement. The analytic expression for the variance of channel contents 1s: 

N p
2.S +N 2 P + B, (N c + 2.M 0) 2/9 + B-(N P • 2.N e) 2/9 

v . - p . — i ! -V:N;-X P -
 2-?-—*- ( 2 . 5 ) 
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The variables S, P, B,, B,, are assumed to have a Pols son distribution. 
The expression determining the "minimum detectable true activity" [30] 
- usually referred to as the minimum detectable level - is also derived in a 
manner similar to that described in [30] and is given by 

(k a+ kgJvtVj + V n ) (2.6) 

where B is the probability of correctly stating that the true difference is 
greater than zero (power of the test) and k_ is similarly defined to k . 

D a 
For the subjects to be described below, typical values of these activities are 
presented in Table 2.1 for 5°/ 0 probability of a Type I error and a power of 
95V.. 

TABLE 2.1 

Typical values of detection limits determined 
from direct comparison of spectra 

(Bq) 

Am-241 U-238 

Minimum significant 
measured activity 30 355 (28 mg natural U) 

Minimum detectable 60 710 (55 mg natural U) 
true activity 

If one accepts a 10°/,, probability of a Type 1 error and a power of 90°/ o 

the tabulated values are decreased by about 30V„. The Annual Limit on 
Intake for inhalation of Am-241 1s 200 Bq [22] and use of the metabolic models 
presented by the I.C.R.P. [22] suggest that only about 30 Bq of the material 
remains 1n the lung even a week after intake. This inadequacy in the 
sensitivity of the measurement system will also apply to uranium and also to 
any plutonium which may be associated with the amerlclum. Furthermore, 1n any 
emergency situation, 1t may be difficult to obtain a person whose physical 
build matches that of the subject of Interest to obtain a pulse-height 
spectrum for comparison. Therefore, a more sensitive technique 1s necessary 
to Identify a contribution from either uranium or amerlclum to a pulse-height 
spectrum. 
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C. A PROPOSED METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF NAI(TL) SPECTRA OBTAINED FROM 

IN-VIVO MEASUREMENTS OF LOW ENERGY PHOTON EMITTERS 

C.l Introduction 

As a possible approach to increase detection sensitivity, a method which 
decomposes the pulse height spectrum of an arbitrary subject Into a series of 
standard constituent spectra 1s presented. In principle, the pulse-height 
spectrum of a 'normal' uncontamlnated subject 1s completely specified by a 
linear combination of these standard spectra. Any portion of a subject 
spectrum which cannot be explained by the combination of the standard spectra 
1s presumably due to the presence of a contaminant source. If this source can 
be Identified, it may also be represented by a standard pulse-height 
spectrum. The final step in the process is the application of the fitting 
procedure using the original standard spectra plus that representing the 
contaminant. If the overall procedure is valid, this final step will generate 
the contribution of the lung contaminant with its associated uncertainties. 

C.2 The Measurement on the subject 

As the methodology requires both reasonable resolution for low energy gamma 
40 rays and information on the position of the K peak, it was decided to use 

a calibration factor of 4 keV per channel and collect at least 400 channels. 
The net geometric mean spectrum for a subject was determined from the four 
sets of measurements (with two detectors), as described previously. Each of 
the eight components of the net subject spectrum is independently corrected 
for any shifts in the gain of each detector, using a gain shift procedure 
which preserves the total number of counts [66]. The extent of any gain 

40 shifts are directly determined from the position of the K peak 1n the 
spectra of the subject. When all spectra are corrected for gain shifts, each 
pair of spectra, collected simultaneously during a measurement, 1s then 
summed. A typical net pulse-height spectrum 1s depicted 1n Figure 2.2. 

C.3 The Standard Spectra 

40 The 'normal' subject 1s not only a K source, but also scatterer of the 
137 photon flux within the chamber. Furthermore, the fallout product Cs may 

222 be present as well as the daughters of Rn which have entered the 
measurement chamber. As a consequence, six standard pulse-height spectra were 
developed as components of a 'normal' geometric mean spectrum. 
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(a) The unscattered K spectrum 
This spectrum represents that portion of the ~K photons originating within 
the subject, which are not scattered by the subject's body. It was determined 
from measurements on a narrow rod about 2 metres long filled with a potassium 
salt. The resulting standard spectrum (less the background due to the empty 
chamber) Is depicted in figure 2.3 

40 (b) The scattered K spectrum 
40 This spectrum represents K photons originating within the body, which have 

been scattered by the body. It was generated as the difference between the 
40 spectrum due to a distributed anthropomorphic K source and the spectrum of 

the narrow source (see above), normalised for equal photopeak areas. As is 
40 evident from Table 2.2, the scattering of the K photons does not 

drastically degrade the resolution of the photopeak. 

TABLE 2.2 

The resolution of the detectjrs for the standard spectra 

Description of 
Spectrum 

40 Percentage Resolution for K peak 

Detector Detector Combined 
no. 1 no. 2 Spectrum 

40 Narrow K source 5.8 6.6 6.5 

Anthropomorphic 
40 K Source 

6.2 6.8 6.5 
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40 In addition, the maximum channel content in the K peak of a net geometric 

mean spectrum (for a 1000 second subject measurement), is about 80 counts. If 
only Poisson statistics are considered, the uncertainty in this value is about 
±15 counts. Therefore, the resolution of the standard spectrum is appropriate 
for actual subject measurements. The similarity in responses of the two 
detectors is evident from figure 2.4, which depicts the difference spectra 
from each of the detectors plotted together. The sum of these spectra is 
presented as the histogram in figure 2.5, whilst the continuous line is the 
result of a 5 point binomial smoothing [65]. The only difficulty with this 
spectrum is that it contains a contribution from the daughter nuclides of 
222 

Rn, presumably due to the plate-out onto the phantom by these daughters 
(see section (e) below). The contribution of the radon daughters to this 
spectrum would be accounted for by use of the standard spectrum for these 
daughters as described below (section (e)). 
(c) The bulk scattering spectrum 
This spectrum represents the scattering of the ambient photon flux within the 
chamber by bulk of the subject. This spectrum was generated by taking the 
difference between the spectrum due to a 70 kg anthropomorphic water phantom 
and that due to the empty chamber. Again, the similarity of detector 
responses is evident from the comparison of the individual detector responses 
depicted 1n Figure 2.6. The summation spectrum with its smoothed shape is 
depicted in Figure 2.7. Th's spectrum is only significant below about channel 
100 (equivalent to 400 Kev). Above this region, all channel contents have 
•been set to zero. 

(d) The 1 3 7 C s Spectrum 
137 This spectrum represents the contribution of the fallout product Cs to 

the subject. This standard spectrum was generated by measurements upon a 
137 distributed Cs source. As this contribution 1s small, 1t was not 

137 necessary to generate the equivalent of (a) and (b) above for Cs. The 
resulting combined spectrum 1s presented 1n figure 2.8. 

222 
(e) The Rn spectrum 222 This spectrum represents the contribution of the daughters of Rn within 
the chamber. Although the air entering the chamber 1s filtered to collect 
dust particles to which the radon daughters may be attached, there 1s no 
Impediment to the gas Itself entering the chamber. In order allow for the 
contribution of these daughters, a spectrum was generated by stopping the 
movement of air through the chamber to allow a build-up of these nuclides on a 
water phantom. The resulting spectrum 1s depicted 1n Figure 2.9. 
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(f) Residual low energy spectrum 
In addition, there is a contribution from very low energy peaks associated 
with the detectors. There are no naturally occurring gamma rays at these 
energies which would not have been Included with the standard spectra 222 representing the Rn daughters. The lower energy peak is approximately 
the correct energy to be the Iodine escape peak for the other photopeak, but 
its relative magnitude (compared to the other peak) is much too large. Thus 
it must be tentatively concluded that these peaks are related to low level 
electronic noise. The simplest method of correction for these peaks is to 
include them as an additional standard spectrum, as depicted in Figure 2.10. 
Above channel 20, the contents of the channels are fixed at zero. This 
residual spectrum was derived from the average spectra of the two individuals 
described below. 

C.4 Procedure for spectral analysis 

The use of direct least squares fitting has been commonly used to perform 
analyses of composite pulse-height spectra [60], Including data derived from 
whole body counting after neutron activation [64]. However, these procedures 
have not dealt with spectral components near the limits of detection. A more 
sophisticated stepwise linear regression has been applied [70, 71]. The 
advantage of this technique 1s that it applies a re-examination at every stage 
of the regression of the significance of a component Incorporated at an 
earlier stage. That is, a partial F test is used to test the null hypothesis 
that the regression coefficient of any standard spectrum 1s zero given that 
all other selected spectra are in the model. However, these applications of 
the stepwise regression [70, 71] used spectra with prominent known 
components. The critical value of the F varlate was empirically determined as 
that magnitude which generated pre-determ1ned results without the presence of 
false positive results [70, 71]. 

The geometric mean spectrum 1s resolved Into Its components using a stepwise 
regression procedure, by applying the subroutine 'RLSEP' which 1s available as 
part of the IMSL mathematical package [50]. The degree of significance for 
entering and deleting standard spectra 1s determined by the operator. 
However, it is necessary that the regression line 1n n-dimens1onal space be 
constrained to pass through the origin of the n-d1mens1onal axes. With two 
variables, the regression can be forced through the origin by reflecting all 
data Into the opposite quadrant, so that the linear sum for each variable 1s 
zero. The equivalent procedure was performed on the spectral data 1n 
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n-dimensions before applying the routine 'RLSEP'. It should be noted that as 
corrections for gain shifts are applied there are correlations between counts 
1n adjacent channels 1n the pulse-height spectra. Therefore it 1s difficult 
to determine uncertainties in the channel contents of the geometric mean 
spectrum in the direct manner of equation 2.5 and thus there was no attempt to 
apply a weighted regression. 

C.5 Analysis of Data 

In order to test the suitability and reproducibility of the fitting procedure 
two staff members were repeatedly measured over several months. These 
subjects were chosen because neither worked with radio-active sources. 
Analyses of these repeated subject spectra using the 6 standards Indicate a 
good fit in terras of the values of the multiple correlation co-efficients -
consistently better than 0.98. The results are presented 1n tables 2.3a and 
2.3b for both subjects. In all cases the level of significance (of the F 
variate) for the entrance or deletion of a standard spectrum has been 
arbitrarily set at 0.05. It should be noted that the magnitude of all 
components 1s just nominal, and their significance 1s purely relative. 

A detailed residual plot for the first 100 channels for the average spectra 
for both subjects is presented 1n Figures 2.11 and 2.12 respectively. There 
appear to be no particular trends 1n the spread of residuals. 

241 However, when standard Am (Figure 2.13) and uranium spectra (Figure 2.14) 
are added to the fitting procedure, the results Indicate the presence of some 
false positive and negative activities for both spectra. In a additional 

232 test, a spectrum with higher energy gamma rays, Th with Its daughters 1n 
equilibrium (Figure 2.15), was also Included 1n the fitting procedure. The 
results for the addition of these hypothetical components are presented in 
Tables 2.4a and Table 2 4b respectively. In this case, the magnitudes of the 
components are based on actual detector efficiencies. All uncertainties are 
those presented by the multiple regression program and the values which have 
been bracketed are not significant at the 0.05 level. These sets of 
activities represent the equivalent of a "zero error", 1n that 1f a known 
activity 1s added to the subject spectrum, the actual estimated activity will 
be biased by the magnitude of this "zero error". The dashes represent a 
situation for which no "zero error" is obtained. 
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An examination of Tables 2.3a and 2.3b indicates that of the three significant 
40 standard spectra the one representing the scattered K photons has the 

greatest variance. This is to be expected, as this spectrum has the greatest 
sensitivity to body build. To a lesser extent, this argument also applies to 
the spectrum representing the scattering of the ambient photon flux. Herein 
lies the present difficulty in applying this method as described above. The 
model assumes that only the count-rate and not the shape of the appropriate 
pulse-height spectrum is a function of body physique. If the spectral shape 
is sensitive to physique, it would be necessary to perform an appropriate 
Monte-Carlo simulation, to generate the appropriate standard spectrum to be 
used in the fitting procedure. 

The existence of negative values only for the contribution from the daughters 
222 of Rn is significant. The most likely cause is the variability of the 

radon levels within the chamber. That is, it is possible that the radon 
levels during a background measurement are greater than those during the 
measurement of the subject, leading to a negative contribution of this 
spectral component. Thus this approach, as a by-product, also allows for a 
proper correction for a variable component of the background. 

As stated previously, the use of a value of 0.05 for the level of significance 
of the P variate is purely arbitrary. It should be noted that in some cases 
the procedure will accept a contribution from a standard spectrum with an 
uncertainty of about 50°/,. The difficulty with reliance on the F variate 
is that Its applicability 1s strongly dependent on the normality of the data. 
In this particular situation, the use of a geometric mean spectrum plus use of 
gain shifts renders the normality of the data very suspect. However, the 
choice of an F variate or some other criterion as a basis for the inclusion of 
a particular nuclide 1s not the essential concern. The crucial requirement 
is the minimisation of the "zero error" for the nuclide of interest, as this 
affects the estimated activity. 
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TABLE 2.3a 

Results of multiple regression on pulse-height spectra derived from 
repeated measurements on f i rs t subject. 

Activity of standardised components 
(nominal Becquerel) 

Meas. 40 K 40 K Bulk 2 2 6 R a 137„ Cs Low Corr. 
No. unscatt. scatt. scatt. Energy Coeff 

1 312 113 33 — — 0.3 0.987 
2 310 94 30 — 2.4 0.3 0.987 
3 296 123 27 0.7 — 0.4 0.988 
4 287 174 ?2 2.0 1.9 0.4 0.988 
5 312 123 28 — 2.6 0.4 0.988 
6 296 119 30 — 1.6 0.3 0.989 
7 306 150 24 — 2.2 0.9 0.986 
8 296 129 31 1.3 — 0.4 0.987 
9 290 22U 25 -2.3 — 0.8 0.987 
10 287 112 32 — 1.7 0.8 0.987 
11 299 133 27 — 0.3 0.986 
12 299 97 30 — 2.7 0.6 0.982 
13 308 135 31 -1.3 4.2 0.5 0.986 
14 286 188 25 -1.0 — 0.3 0.984 

ave 29919 136135 2813 
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TABLE 2.3b 

Results of Multiple Regression on Pulse-Height Spectra derived from 
Repeated Measurements of Second Subject 

Activity of Standardised Components 
(Nominal Becquerel) 

40 40 226 137 
Meas. K K Bulk Ra Cs Low Corr. 
No. unscatt. scatt. scatt. Energy Coeff. 

1 294 171 27 -1.3 — 0.51 0.989 
2 285 127 31 — — 0.51 0.988 
3 289 203 24 -0.9 — 0.67 0.989 
4 292 135 33 — 2.2 0.71 0.984 
5 282 143 33 ~ — 0.48 0.986 
6 293 179 34 -1.7 2.0 1.12 0.981 
7 286 132 33 ~ 3.9 0.48 0.982 
8 272 181 31 -1.8 0.84 0.988 
9 282 161 33 ~ — 0.56 0.988 
10 288 143 32 — — 0.53 0.988 

ave 286±7 158±25 31+3 

B 
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TABLE 2.4a 

Results from the inclusion of the spectrum of material not present within 
the subject, on multiple regression on spectra derived from repeated 

measurements on first subject. 

Activity for false positive and negative values 
(Bq) 

Added material 

241 232. Measurement Am Natural Th 
number Uranium 

1 18 + 6 67 ± 16 (-4.7 ± 3.0) 
2 ( -7 + 7 ) -44 ± 18 ( 2.3 ± 2.9) 
3 -12 + 7 -31 ± 18 8.8 ± 2.8 
4 24 + 5 ( 19 ± 17 ) ( 3.1 ±2.7) 
5 ( 5 + 7 ) (-22 ± 19 ) 5 ( 5 + 7 ) (-22 ± 19 ) 
6 ( 11 ± 17 ) ( 3.9 ± 2.8) 
7 -14 + 9 -38 ± 21 10.9 ± 3.6 
8 (-12 • 8 ) (-25 ± 20 ) 7.9 ± 3.2 
9 ( 2 + 8 ) ( 6 ± 21 ) 9 ( 2 + 8 ) ( 6 ± 21 ) 
10 ( 8 ± 7 ) 50 ± 19 (-4.7 ± 3.0) 
11 -19 ± 8 -46 ± 19 ( 2.2 ± 3.1) 
12 
13 

( 26 ± 
-38 ± 

19 
23 

) 12 
13 -51 ± 9 

( 26 ± 
-38 ± 

19 
23 

) 
12.0 ± 3.6 

14 13 + 6 ( -6 t 20 ) ( 5.0 ± 3.4) 
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TABLE 2.4b 

Results from the inclusion of the spectrum of material not present within 
the subject, on multiple regression on spectra derived from repeated 

measurements on second subject. 

Activity for false positive and negative values 
(Bq) 

Added material 

241 Measurement Am Natural 
number Uranium 

1 ( 6 + 7 ) ( 19 ± 17 
2 ( 2 + 8 ) (-20 ± 18 
3 ( -5 + 8 ) ( -2 ± 18 
4 45 + 6 45 ± 23 
5 -12 + 8 47 ± 20 
6 ( -2 + 10 ) 83 ± 23 
7 24 + 6 34 ± 20 
8 (-10 + 9 ) (-22 + 18 
9 ( -2 + 8 ) ( 4+19 
10 ( 4 + 8 ) 50 ± 19 

232 Th 

(-4.4 + 2.7) 
9.1 ± 2.9 
4.6 ± 3.6 

(-2.6 ± 3.7) 
(-3.0 ± 3.1) 
(-4.0 ± 3.0) 
(-4.9 ± 3.1) 
( 7.9 ± 3.0) 



40 241 In the case Am, measurement 6 of table 2.4a was one of the only subject 
spectra that did not exhibit a zero error. A pulse-height spectrum 

241 representing a Am source was systematically added to this subject 
spectrum. After each addition, the composite spectrum was analysed till the 
fitting procedure Indicated that the contribution of this nuclide was 
significant (at a level of significance of 0.05 for the F variate). The 

241 resulting value of 12 Bq for Am can be considered as a minimum detection 
level for the particular subject spectrum. This magnitude compares favourably 
with a typical value of 30 Bq (see Table 2.1), derived from direct comparisons 
of subject spectra. The spectrum which gives the lowest zero error for 
natural uranium is measurement 3 of Table 2.4b. The application of a similar 
procedure, using a standard uranium spectrum, yields a minimum detection level 

238 
of about 30 Bq of U. This is a substantial improvement compared to the 
value of about 290 Bq presented in Table 2.1. For the higher photon energy 232 spectrum of Th, the minimum detectable level, based on a subject spectrum 
with no "zero error", is 2 Bq. This compares favourably with a typical value 
of 15 Bq at present achievable using a comparison of a present subject 
spectrum with an earlier measurement. It should be noted that if the overall 
fit was significantly Improved, the uncertainties in the "zero error" would 
lessen, and improve the minimum detection level. 

If it is possible to significantly reduce "zero errors" by "tailoring" the 
standard spectra to suit the subject, the methodology presented here offers a 
means of obtaining a distinct Improvement in the sensitivity of large volume 
Nal(Tl) detectors. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A. INTRODUCTION TO DETERMINATION OF THE ACTIVITY OF COMPONENTS OF THE CONCRETE 
BASE OF THE WHOLE BODY MONITOR 

In order to minimise the ambient radiation levels inside the whole body 
monitor, it is necessary to construct a base for the chamber using concrete 
which emits the least possible amount of gamma radiation within the energy 
region of interest (60 - 2500 kev). Therefore it was decided to collect 
samples of aggregate, sand and cement from material available in Melbourne to 
determine their natural radioactive content. 

A copy of the Country Roads Board Code Manual for Material was obtained 
from the Department of Housing and Construction (then the Department of 
Construction). This manual lists the sources of material used by the 
Department in 1974 and contains an accompanying set of geographic and 
geological maps. Though the manual is dated it was found nevertheless to be a 
useful source reference. 

A number of representative quarry sites were chosen to give a good 
coverage of the type of stone (aggregate) commercially available. The details 
of the material are presented 1n Table 3.1. In all cases about 2 kg of stone 
was collected. If the material was not available in the form of 6 mm 
screenings 1t was reduced to the appropriate size by the Salmon St 
Laboratories of the Department of Housing and Construction. 

Sand is now only available from pits in the "sand-belt" region of 
Melbourne, lying roughly south of Princes Highway east. In all cases 2 kg 
samples of washed sand from representative pits were collected. The details 
of material collected are presented in Table 3.2 

Mr K Klmstra from the Department of Housing and Construction arranged for 
2 kg samples of the currently available cement to be forewarded to the 
Laboratory. The details are presented 1n Table 3.3 
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B.I. Geometry 

In all cases 1 kg of the sample was placed in a commercially available 
biscuit jar (British Plastics P/L No. 532). The measurements were performed 
in a standard geometry using an ORTEC VIP-10 Ge(Li) detector in the energy 
range 100 kev to 2 Mev. 

B.2. Calibration 

For each of the three types of material, equal proportions of each 
individual sample were combined to form a 1 kg composite sample. Each 
composite was placed in a standard container and mixed thoroughly. Methanol 
was then added till the composite was completely covered. Two sets of 
radio-active solutions were used to calibrate each composite. The first was 
europium-152 which emits a series of gamma rays in the energy range 122 kev to 
1408 kev and allowed a relative efficiency curve to be produced. The 
efficiency curve was normalised using an absolutely calibrated second source, 
caeslum-137. After the nuclides had been added to the composite sample, it 
was thoroughly mixed and allowed to stand until all the methanol was 
evaporated. As the methanol evaporated it was expected that the radionuclides 
would attach themselves to the material of the composite sample. When the 
methanol was completely evaporated the calibration source was measured in the 
standard geometry. 

The efficiency data for each of the 3 composite calibration materials 
(sand, cement and aggregate) was smoothed 1n a similar manner. Above 441 kev, 
the efficiency at an energy E was determined from a power function of the form: 

e(E) « e f_ (_j ) " a (3.1) 
" 661.62 

137 where e„. 1s the efficiency of the calibrated Cs source at 661.62 kev. cs 
Below this energy an expression of the form : 

ln(e(E)) * A + B . InE + C . (InE) 2 (3.2) 

was used. The two expressions were mutually normalised at 441 kev. 
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B.3. Measurement Description 

Preliminary measurements on all types of samples indicated that the 
232 238 

radionuclides of interest are members of the Th decay chain, the U 
40 decay chain and the single nuclide K. The individual nuclides within 

these chains which emit gamma rays of suitable energy and aabundance are 
212 214 70R 

tabulated in Table 3.4. Peaks due to Pb, Pb (352 keV), 11, 
228 40 

Ac (911 keV) and K also occur in the background spectra. From a 
series of background measurements a mean count-rate for each of these peaks 
was determined. These mean values were subtracted from the data obtained from 
each sample. 

The measurements on all samples were made for a sufficient period to allow 
at least a 5°/ 0 counting uncertainty for most peaks of interest. In cases 
where there was more than one significant gamma ray peak for a particular 
nuclide a weighted mean count-rate (weighted by counting uncertainties) was 
calculated. Summaries of the estimated activities for all samples are 
presented in Tables 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. As the overall 
uncertainties are at least 10°/ o (see below) no more than 2 significant 
digits are given. Any activities quoted with a "<" sign represent a minimum 
detectable true activity (MDTA). The MDTA is defined as that activity for 
which there is a 95°/ 0 probability of detection when it is present and a 
5 V 0 probability that it 1s a false positive result. The methodology 1s 
based on that presented by Altshuler and Pasternack [30] (see equation 2.6). 

C. Discussion of Results 

228 212 A study of che relevant decay chains indicates that Ac and Pb should 
214 214 be in equilibrium, as should Bi and Pb. If it 1s assumed that each 

member of the pair belongs to the same population, then the following 
procedure will estimate the variance of the population: 

The variance within a series of N groups (j=l,N) each of 2 members (1=1,2) is 

, N 2 _ 2 
oZ ' 1 1 (x i r x) 

x j=l 1=1 1 J 

(3.3) N-l 
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If x=ln(a), then 1t can be demonstrated that the variance of x, 

0% 

°x 1s equal to : 

2 a 2 
°x = -f- (3.4) 

a 

which 1s a constant. Thus if a logarithmic transformation 1s performed upon 
the estimates of activity for each of the pairs of nuclides described above, 
equations 3.3 and equations 3.4 can be used to determine the fractional 
variance of each population from which the pairs of estimates have been 
drawn. The results of such calculations are presented In Table 3.8. The 
estimates of uncertainty presented in Table 3.8 Include more than errors due 
to counting statistics. They also Include uncertainties due to the particular 
smoothing that was used to generate the efficiency curve (see above) plus 
uncertainties due to the variations 1n efficiency due to variations 1n 
material composition. Therefore, uncertainties in the quoted activities can 
be conservatively estimated at ±15V e. 
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TABLE 3.1 

Details of available Aggregate 

Supplier Location of 
material 

Description of 
material 

Readymlx 
Mountain View 
Consolidated 
David Mitchell 
Estate 

Mountain View 
Albion Re1d 
Albion Re1d 

Bundoora 
Sunshine 
Bulleen 
Lllydale 

Montrose 
Dandenong 
Narre Warren 

New Basalt 
New Basalt 
New Basalt 
A. Chocolate Mudstone 
B. Yellow Shale 
C. Common quarry limestone 
D. Dolomite Limestone 
E. Low Magnesium limestone 

Toscanlte with rhyodte 
Homfels 
Old Basalt 
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TABLE 3.2 

Details of available sands 

Supplier Location of Description of 
material material 

Plrotta Sprlngvale local sand (washed) 
Quaternary 

Pioneer South Clayton blended concrete, local sand, 
washed 
Quaternary 

Partenlous Lyndhurst local sand (washed) 
Quaternary 

Clarke Sand Lyndhurst local sand (washed) 
Tertiary 

McGrath Sand Frankston local sand 
and Stone Co. (black sand, unwashed) 

Quarternary 
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TABLE 3.3 

Details of available concrete 

Supplier Origin Cement Name 

Blue Circle 
Southern 
Cement 

Japan 
Portland (NSW) 
Adelaide (SA) 
Waurn Ponds (Geelong) 

Asano White 
0ff-Wh1te 
South Australian, Type A 
Geelong, Type A 

Readymlx Railton (Tas) Goliath Bulk Cement, Type A 

Australian Portland 
Cement 

Geelong (V1c) 

Traralgon (Vic) 

Japan 

Arc Normal and Special 
Low Heat 
Sulphate Resistant 
Glppsland Normal 
Glppsland Sulphate -
Resistant (type B) 
Onoda Japanese White 

- 0 
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TABLE 3.4 

Listing of nuclides of interest 

Decay Chain Nuclide Gama-ray emissions 

Uraniura-238 

Thorium-232 

226„ Ra 

Pb 

ai 

228. 
Ac 

2 1 2 B k Pb 
208 

Tl 

186.0 
241.9, 295.2, 352.0 
609.4, 1120.4, 1764.6 

338.4, 911.1, 968.9 
238.6 
583.1 

40 K 1460.6 
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TABLE 3.5 

Summary of estimated activity for aggregate samples 
(Bq/kg) 

Firm 

Material 

Readymix Consolld- Mountain Mountain Albion Reld 
ated View view 

New New New Tosconlte Homfels Old 
Basalt Basalt Basalt et al Basalt 

Chain Nuclides 
232_ w • h 

228. 
Ac 

2 1 2 n k Pb 
208 

Tl 

238. 226 
214 
214 

Ra 
B1 
Pb 

40. 

15 
14 
4 

<32 
10 
8 

300 

15 16 
11 15 
4 6 

<30 <43 
10 17 
10 16 

200 390 

58 
57 
20 

120 
69 
65 

770 

58 
63 
21 

91 
31 
36 

840 

16 
11 
5 

63 
18 
16 

500 

Firm DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE 

Material Chocolate Yellow Ordinary Dolomite Low Mag 
Mudstone Shale Limestone Limestone Limestone 

Chain Nuclides 
232 

Th 
228. 

Ac 31 31 < 4 < 4 8 
Pb 33 27 3 3 3 

2oe T , 11 10 < 2 < 2 2 

2 3 8 u ni«, <41 41 <26 <27 <27 
m e . 17 16 < 4 < 4 5 
2 1 4 P b 19 15 < 4 < 4 4 

40„ 390 360 <18 32 39 
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TABLE 3.6 

Summary of estimated activity for sand samples (Bq/kq) 

Firm Plrotta Partenlous Pioneer Clark McGrath 
Sand Sand 

Material local sand local sand blended local sand local brick 
(washed) (washed) concrete sand (washed) sand 

16 8 10 8 
14 6 7 2 

4 2 3 2 

48 <30 <31 <29 
7 9 6 <10 
8 6 5 7 

<15 <16 40 <17 

Chain Nuclide 
228 Ac 12 232 ._ 212„. Th Pb 
208 T 1 

7 
Tl 1 

238 226„ U Ra 
214,,, <34 

B1 
214^ 5 

Pb 

40 

4 

- K <17 
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TABLE 3.7* -

Summary of estimated activity for cement samples 
(Bq/kq) 

Firm Blue Circle Southern Cement Readymlx 

Material Asano Off S.A. Geelong Goliath 
White White Type A Type A Bulk 

Chain 
232 Th 

Nuclide 
228. Ac 24 34 60 35 23 
212_. Pb 
2 o e T 1 

26 
7 

37 
11 

65 
19 

40 
14 

29 
9 

238 ""«> 100 91 107 94 100 
2 1 4 B 1 38 27 29 26 31 
21*„ t Pb 35 32 30 28 33 

40. 200 230 195 110 220 

Firm Australian Portland Cement 

Material Arc Normal Low Sulphate Glppsland Glppsland Onoda 
Special 0 Heat Resistant Normal Sulphate 

Chain 
232 Th 

Nuclide 
228. Ac 35 30 28 30 36 21 
212_. 

Pb 
208^ 

29 40 30 37 41 19 212_. 
Pb 

208^ 10 12 10 9 13 6 

2 3 8 u 2 2 6 R a 690 860 1000 110 180 74 
2 1 4 B 1 375 440 490 58 75 39 
2 1 4 P b 420 480 520 63 81 42 

40. 120 280 110 110 no 55 
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Material 

TABLE 3.8 

Estimated fractional standard deviation in the activity 
of nuclides in equilibrium. 

Nuclide Pair 

228. ,212 n K 214„..,214D, Ac/ Pb Pb/ Bi 

Fractional Standard Deviation 

Sand 0.17 (N=5) 0.14 (N=5) 
Aggregate 0.14 (N=8) 0.10 (N=9) 
Cement 0.12 (N=ll) 0.07 (N=ll) 

Overall 0.13 (N=24) 0.09 (N=25) 
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CHAPTER 4 

A. INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDIES OF HUMAN CALCIUM METABOLISM USING RADIONUCLIDE 
TRACERS 

In conjuction with the Renal unit of the Austin Hospital, the Laboratory has 
been involved in a study of renal bone disease. The availability of a Whole 
Body Monitor allows an investigation of the calcium metabolism of these 
subjects using the radioactive tracer calcium-47. In principle, both an 
analysis of calcium kinetics and estimates of intestinal calcium absorption 
may provide useful information. This chapter describes the methodology 
adopted by the author in performing studies of calcium metabolism. 

B A PROPOSED MODEL OF HUMAN CALCIUM KINETICS [73] 

B.l Description of the model 

In any thorough review of human calcium kinetics, it is evident that there is 
a variety of competing models [31, 58]. Any decision is rendered more 
difficult by the inevitable comment that "the choice among models remains 
heuristic" [31] and "1s reduced to matters of convenience, reliability and 
consistency" [58]. If one accepts the premise that it is difficult to 
validate many of the assumptions underlying the various models, then it 1s 
reasonable to apply a methodology with a minimum of assumptions. 

Experimental observations on bone tracer studies indicate that the calcium in 
the human body can be functionally divided into two groups or pools. One pool 
contains exchangeable calcium. A process of mineralisation removes calcium 
from this pool onto the skeletal system which defines the other pool [58], 
The exchangeable non-skeletal calcium cannot be identified with any particular 
anatomic space but 1s in equilibrium with the plasma calcium [58]. It is also 
the region through which calcium enters the body via the diet and from which 
calcium 1s excreted. A model which characterises the calcium tracer as 
residing either 1n a single skeletal pool or a single extra-skeletal pool -
the simplest useful assumption,is described by the Bauer-Carlsson-Linquist 
(BCL) expression [32, 33] 

R(t) = M x S(t) + m / S(t) dt (4.1) 
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where R(t) is the fractional retention of calcium tracer in the body at time 
t, M [g calcium] is the size of the exchangeable calcium pool, S(t) [fraction 
of Initial tracer activity per g calcium] is the specific activity of the 
calcium pool and m [g calcium per day] is the bone accretion (mineralisation) 
rate for calcium. The majority of metabolic models assume that m is invariant 
with time but that the exchangeable calcium pool M is time dependent [31]. In 
order to allow maximum flexibility for M, it is convenient to separate it into 
a constant portion Ml and a time dependent portion M(t),that is 

M = Ml . M(t) (4.2) 

where M(t) will be unity if M is time invariant. 

Estimates of excretory losses can be calculated on the assumption that they 
occur from a pool of specific activity equal to that of the plasma: 
Endogenous faecal losses may be described [34] by the expression 

t - at 
F(t) = i J S(t) dt (4.3) 

0 

where F(t) is the fractional cumulative endogenous tracer calcium of the 
faeces, e is the average daily loss of endogenous faecal calcium and Wt is 
the delay between the excretion of the faeces Into the colon and its 
elimination from the body. If R(t) is measured directly in a whole body 
counter it will overestimate the actual retention, since this measurement 
includes tracer which 1s no longer part of the exchangeable pool. This 
additional material can be calculated from the expression (c.f. equation 12 of 
ref [35]) 

t 
E (t)= i J S(t) dt (4.4) 

t - At 

where E (t) 1s the fraction of endogenous tracer calcium in the gut at time t. 

In addition, urinary calcium losses may also be characterised in a direct 
manner [34] 

t 
U (t)= u / S(t) dt (4.5) 

0 
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where U (t) is the fractional cumulative tracer calcium loss in the urine at 
time t and u is the average excretion rate for urinary calcium. An estimate 
of whole body retention W(t) may derived from excretory losses, that is 

W(t) = 1 - (U(t) + F(t)) (4.6) 

It has been noted that this estimate of whole body retention may not equate to 
the direct measurement of whole-body retention R(t). It is suggested that 
this difference between W(t) and R(t), which increases with time, is due to 
dermal losses of calcium [55,56,53]. The average daily dermal loss d may be 
calculated [56] as 

W(t) - R(t) = D(t) = d . I1 S (t) dt (4.7) 

It is evident from the previous discussion, the modelling of calcium 
metabolism depends strongly on a knowledge of the specific activity of the 
exchangeable calcium pool as a function of time. In all cases this specific 
activity is assumed equal to that of the plasma. It has been recognised for 
many years that plasma specific activity can be fitted very well by an 
expression which includes a power function [46]. Various expressions have 
been published [47], but the simplest which is applicable over the range 10 
minutes to 15 days after injection [48] is the product of a power term and an 
exponential 

S(t) = at" b e " c t (4.8) 

The constants a,b,c can be directly calculated by a conventional least 
squares fitting since the logarithm of S(t) is a linear sum of t and the 
logarithm of t. Expression (4.8) 1s suitable both for 'normal' data (see 
below) and for the subjects of interest. Although this expression is not 
valid at t=0, the power term may be modified [49] to give a finite result at 
this time. However, as this modification is a mathematical convenience rather 
than a prediction of actual tracer behaviour at this very early period [48] 
equation (4.8) 1s retained. Any numerical integration of this expression is 
therefore performed from a minimum t = 0.01 days. 
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H(t) = t P (4.9) 

has been suggested [51] to describe a continuously expanding calcium pool for 
which parameter p is assumed equal in magnitude to the power term for the 
plasma specific activity (equation (4.8)) and Ml is the pool size at t=l. As 
the unit of t is days Ml is the pool size at 24 hours [51]. If faecal delay 
(equation (4.3)) and the expanding pool are included, the B.C.L. expression is 
modified to 

R(t) -E(t) = Ml . t P . S (t) + m . J S (t) dt (4.10) 

This expression is basically equivalent to that derived by Burkinshaw et al 
[51] and extended by Taagenoj et al [35]. The effective difference is that 
the constraint p=b has been removed. A value for p and the other unknown 
parameters Ml and m may be determined by any effective non-linear least 
squares fitting procedure. That is, the data itself determines whether the 
pool is expanding or constant depending on whether p is significantly 
different from zero. In principle, a single exponential may also be used to 
characterise an expanding pool. However, preliminary calculations on 'normal' 
data (described below) indicated that this form of expansion was not capable 
of providing an adequate fit to the whole body retention data. 

The solutions of equations (4.3) to (4.5), (4.7) and (4.10) require the use of 
various standard mathematical procedures such as non-linear least squares 
fitting and the smoothing of raw data using cubic splines. These are 
conveniently available as subroutines which form part of the IMSL software 
package [50] and are therefore used in all applicable cases. 

B.2. NORMAL SUBJECT OATA 

In order to perform adequate comparisons with other models, use was made of 
normal data from the published literature. Three groups generously supplied 
copies of their raw measurements [52,53,54]. These are summarized 1n labie 
4.1. 
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TABLE 4.1 

Summary of data supplied of measurements on 'normals' 

Source Description of 
Subjects 

Information available 

Wajchenberg 
et al [54] 

Males 
23.9 ± 3.9 yr 

(n=8) 
Plasma specific activity 
Cumulative urine and faecal activity 
Whole Body Measurements 

Neer et al Males(*) 
[52] 22.2 ± 1.0 yr 

(n=10) 

Phang et al Both Sexes 
[53] 23.0 ± 2.5 yr 

(n=8) 

Plasma specific activity 
Cumulative urine and faecal activity 

Plasma specific activity 
Cumulative urine and faecal activity 

* plus 2 males 57 and 55 years respectively not included in average 
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As only one group [54] supplied whole body measurement data, it was necessary 
to estimate values of dermal calcium loss in order to apply equation (4.7) to 
estimate whole body retentions. Charles et al [56] have calculated values of 

2 d ranging from 0.024 to 0.054 g of calcium per m of body surface per day 
using the equivalent of equation (4.7). The raw data supplied by Wajchanberg 
et al [54] generated values of daily dermal loss ranging from 0.020 to 0.050 g 

2 Ca per m of body surface per day. The overall spread of results suggests a 
2 'normal' range of dermal loss ranging from 0.020 g Ca/m /day to 0.055 g 2 Ca/m /day. This range was then used to determine two 'extreme' sets of R(t) 

for each 'normal' subject, to be applied in the solution of the modified BCL 
expression - equation (4.10). 

B.3 KINETIC ANALYSIS OF NORNAL SUBJECT DATA 

For any particular subject the variation in R(t) only affects the estimate of 
accretion rate. The calculated accretion rates for all 'normals' grouped 
according to source are presented in Figure 4.1. The vertical lines depict 
the possible range of accretion rates with close lines representing duplicate 
measurements on any subject. The values range from 0.07 to 1.12 g Ca per day 
with a median value of 0.40. With respect to the calcium pool, all results 
indicate an expanding pool. However, the power expansion term p (equation 
(4.9)) 1s always of smaller magnitude than b, the term from the plasma 
specific activity. The average ratio of p to b is 0.70 ± 0.11 (population 
standard deviation). For visual convenience, all individual (p, b) values are 
plotted in conjunction with a line of slope 0.70 in Figure 4.2. All values of 
HI, the pool size at 24 hours, grouped according to source, are depicted in 
Figure 4.3. The range of values is from 3.3 to 8.0 gram with a median value 
of 5.6. 

This analysis or the three sets of raw data differs drastically from those 
performed originally. In all original cases a kinetic model with at least 
four exchanging compartments was assumed. The only meaningful form of 
comparison between differing models must be in a relative sense, in terms of 
the ranking of results for each model. Ranking is vital, since it 1s only 
possible to determine an 'abnormal' value from a comparison with 'normal' 
ones. A comparison of rankings between the results here and the original 
results are presented 1n terms of the rank correlation coefficient 1n Table 
1. Values of M, were ranked against values of M T [54] or M . [52,53] 
and values of m were ranked against values of y + [52,53,54], In the 
cases where a range of accretion rates was calculated the mid-point of the 
range was ranked. 
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Table 4.2 demonstrates that in 5 out of 6 cases there is a significant 
correlation between the rankings. The results of a quantitative comparison, 
based on the use of five differing kinetic models with six sets of subject 
data have been published [31]. The results, taken from Table 6 of Ref 31 were 
ranked within each model, again for the equivalent of Ml and m. The resulting 
Friedman test statistic as well as the average rank correlation co-efficient 
[62] for each group of results are presented in lable 4.3. Again this table 
shows a correlation between different models. 

B.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Although the present model does not necessarily require an expanding calcium 
pool, it does appear to be a property of all the data sets. In deriving their 
expanding pool model, Burkinshaw et al. [51] state that when t is small the 

-b* serum specific activity S is proportional to t where b' is the 
appropriate power term. From equation (4.8) S is also proportional to t 
at early times, that is, the power terms are identical for both expressions. 
Thus, the consistent differences between the magnitudes of b and p described 
previously are a valid refutation of an important assumption upon which the 
expanding pool model [51] is based. Granted, this model [51] requires fewer 
free parameters than the expanding pool model presented here, but this is at 
the price of an unjustified assumption that results in mathematical complexity 
[51] which does not add useful information about calcium kinetics. 

The specification of serum specific activity by a negative power function 
(t ), with magnitude (of b) less than 0.5, has been Interpreted [48] as a 
series of random walks from the serum by radiocalcium atoms with variable 
sojourn times, both within and external to the serum. It has also been stated 
[48] that the smaller the magnitude of the negative power term, the greater 
the variation in the various sojourn times. The actual radioactivity of the 
calcium pool 1s proportional to t" + p , which is a smaller power term than 
that for the serum. This suggests that transfer of radiocalcium atoms to the 
bone, with relatively long sojourn times on the bone, occurs from the total 
calcium pool rather than only from the serum, at least for normals. 
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Table 4.2 

Comparison of rankings between results from original and present calculations. 

Calcium pool size Calcium accretion rate 

rank correlation p-value rank correlation p-value 
co-efficient co-efficient 

Source of data 

[53] 0.38 <0.087 0.71 <0.005 
[54] 0.84 <0.012 0.83 <0.014 
[52] 0.77 <0.022 0.64 <0.044 

Table 4.3 

Rank correlation between estimates of calcium pool size from this work and 
from Ref. [31]. 

Friedman test p-value average rank correlation 
statistic co-efficient 

Calcium pool 
size 17.4 <0.005 0.62 

Accretion 
rate 14.8 <0.025 0.49 
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C. ESTIMATES OF NORNAL RANGE FOR METABOLIC PARAMETERS 

The values for urine calcium losses range from 0.046 to 0.430 g/day. In 
general these values compare very well with those calculated by the original 
authors. A published collation of data on calcium urine losses [60] suggests 
values ranging from zero to 0.43 g/day. With respect to faecal endogenous 
losses, the range calculated from the 'normal' data is 0.083 to 0.37 g/day. 
Again all values are similar to those calculated by the original authors, 
though differences occured since the original calculations did not include 
faecal lag. This range presented above is equivalent to a range of 0.0014 to 
0.0037 g/day per kg body weight and is identical to that quoted by Wiseman 
[61]. 

A summary of the range of 'normal' values is presented in Table 4.4 for the 
parameters of interest. Even though they are obtained from a restricted 
population, these ranges are used to define 'normality*. As far as is known 
there is no published information on any age or sex dependence especially for 
calcium pool size or accretion rate. 

TABLE 4.4 

The range of 'normal' values derived from data supplied by ref 52.53.54 

Parameter Range 

urine calcium losses 0.046 - 0.430 g Ca /day 

endogeneous faecal 0.083 - 0.370 g Ca /day 
calcium losses 

calcium pool size 3.3 - 8.0 g Ca 
at 24 hours 

bone accretion rate 0.07 - 1.12 g Ca /day 
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D. GASTRO-INTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF CALCIUM 

Various techniques have been developed to provide estimates of 
gastrointestinal absorption of radio-active calcium. Reviews of the various 
competing techniques [36, 37, 38] generally agree that a double isotope method 
is necessary to provide a result independent of the gastro-intestinal transit 
time, the rate of endogenous faecal loss and the bone accretion rate. The 
technique which potentially generates the most information [37, 38] is the 
application of a deconvolution procedure to the plasma activity curves 
generated after oral and intravenous administration of the tracer. The 
resulting curve describes the differential transfer of the tracer from the 
gastro-intestinal tract into the blood stream [39, 40]. The area under the 
curve is numerically equal to the intestinal absorption. This method was 
applied to several of the subjects. However, apart from an estimation of 
intestinal absorption, it proved difficult to derive useful information from 
the curve. A compartmental model analysing the entry of calcium tracer has 
been developed [41], though the assumptions of the model have been questioned 
[42]. Furthermore, a recent review of intestinal calcium absorption [59] has 
concluded that since there may be differing mechanisms of absorption acting at 
several cellular sites, no satisfactory description is yet available. 
Therefore the method was eventually discarded and replaced by a one based 
mainly on whole body counting. In this case the intestinal absorption (I) is 
essentially the fraction of the tracer remaining D days after oral ingestion 
divided by the fraction of the tracer remaining D days after intravenous 
administration. The value of D is at least 5 days to allow excretion of any 
unabsorbed oral tracer and the fractions are determined by whole body counting 
[43]. If the measured retention 1s corrected for faeces which have not yet 
been excreted from the bowel (see above) then the intestinal absorption is 
given by 

R (0) - E (D) 
1 - R ° ( 0 ) - " E ' ( 0 ) • 1 0 0 ° / o t 4- 1 1' 

where R (D) is the relative whole body count after oral ingestion. This o 
measurement is relative to that 3 hours after oral ingestion - at this stage 
intestinal absorption is nearly complete [42]. The parameter R.(D) is the 
relative whole body count-rate after intravenous administration, whilst 
E (0) and E.(D) are the relative activities of unexcreted faeces -
equation (4.4). 
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If it is assumed that the metabolism is unchanged during both administrations 
of the tracer, then 

A n 

E o(D)-E 1(0) . I . - s 2 - (4.12) 

where A is the activity administered during oral ingestion and A is the o 1 
activity administered during intravenous injection. If equation (4.12) Is 
substituted Into equation (4.11) 

R Q(0) 
1 %(b7:E~(D)"~(T"~A~7A~r ( 4 , 1 3 ) 

It 1s evident that if the two sets of administered doses are kept similar ,the 
the correction to the ratio of the measured relative whole body retentions 
will be minimised. 

E METHODOLOGY 

E.l Subject Protocol 

The study Involves two separate intakes of caldum-47 which give a total 
effective dose equivalent of about 1 mSv [72]. The subject fasts from 
midnight before the first Intake until 3 hours after Ingestion. The oral 

47 Intake 1s 0.3 to 0.4 MBq of Ca with 100 mg of calcium tracer 1n the form 
of a chloride solution. This protocol is deliberately designed to be as 
similar as possible to that described in Tellez et al [44] 1n order to apply 
the data on 'normal1 Intestinal absorption which 1s presented by the authors. 
During the period 1n which the deconvolution procedure was applied to estimate 
tracer absorption, blood sampling commenced 10 minutes after oral ingestion. 
This period was allowed to elapse 1n order obtain plasma activities which 
would, 1n principle, decrease regularly as a function of time [48]. 
Thereafter, blood samples were taken at regular Intervals over a 5 hour 
period. About 3 hours after Ingestion, the subject was measured 1n the Whole 
Body Monitor and then re-measured 7 days later. These two whole body counts 
were performed as a comparison with the deconvolution procedure. As an 
alternative to the deconvolution procedure, whole body measurements are 
performed 6, 7 and 8 days after oral Ingestion and compared to the equivalent 
measurements after intraveneous audni strati on. 
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Four weeks after oral Ingestion the subject 1s Injected with 0.3 to 0.4 Mbq of 
calcium 47. As previously, the subject fasts from midnight. Blood samples 
are removed at regular Intervals after Injection of the tracer and processed 
and measured as described below. The subject 1s also measured 1n the whole 
body counter. O'iring the following fortnight the subject collects all faecal 
samples Individually and compounds urine samples on a 24 hour basis. Th>. 
radloactlve content of all excreta 1s measured using Nal(TI) detectors. Every 
two or three days, depending on the availability of the subject, a blood 

47 sample 1s removed, processed and measured for Ca activity and the subject 
re-measured in the whole body monitor. All studies are terminated after about 
14 days since the activity 1n the plasma samples are 1n general becoming close 
to the limits of detection of the measurement system. 

E.2. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

All measurements on subjects and biological samples are performed using 
Mal(Tl) detectors within the chamber which forms the shielding for the whole 
body measurement system. All subjects are measured both prone and supine as 
described 1n Chapter 1 with the positioning of the detectors optimised as 
described 1n that chapter. 

All the blood samples are processed by the appropriate Hospital. The plasma 
component 1s separated from these blood samples and the concentration of 
calcium Ions within the plasma samples 1s measured. The plasma samples are 
made up to a 10 ml volume with distilled water 1n a standard vial and returned 
to A.R.L.. The measurement system for the plasma samples consists of three 
150 mm x 75 mm Nal(Tl) detectors. Two of the detectors allow for the 
simultaneous measurement of two samples, whilst the third detector 1s used to 
monitor any variations 1n background levels. This arrangement 1s necessary to 
allow long measurements for samples of relatively low activity. All detectors 
are shielded from additional sources. As a check of counting efficiency 1t 1s 
a regular practice to measure some plasma samples on both detectors. 

All faecal samples are collected 1n standard 500 ml plastic containers. In 
all cases, water 1s added till the water level 1s above the level of the 
faeces. During counting, the container 1s placed mid-way between two of the 
detectors with its base at the same level as the base of the detectors and 
slowly rotated. Measurements on different volumes of the tracer solution 
indicate that the response of the detectors 1s Independent (within 1°/,) of 
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the height of the solution. Urine samples are also measured directly. The 5 
litre containers in which the 24 hour samples are collected are placed above a 
200 mm x 100 mm Nal(Tl) detector in a standard geometry. This detector, which 
is positioned with its flat base facing upwards, is also used to calibrate the 
activity of syringes and calcium chloride solutions which are administered to 
the subjects. 

It is not necessary that the calibration of all these sample geometries be 
absolute, but only traceable to a common source, as all results are in terms 
of a percentage of intial intake. The activity of a measured aliquot of 
47 Ca solution (1291 keV gamma ray) was determined from a comparison with a 
22 Na source (1275 keV gamma ray) of Known activity. This allowed aliquots 

47 of Ca of known activity to be produced and used in the calibration of all 
the measurement geometries described previously. 

F CONCLUSIONS 
The basis of the methodologies described above is a conceptually simple but 
useful model of human calcium kinetics. This model is capable of deriving 
estimates of pool size and accretion rate which exhibit significant rank 
correlations with estimates obtained from relatively complex 
multicompartmental kinetic models. It has been argued that with the present 
state of knowledge, an exchangeable calcium pool remains a functional concept 
[31] and cannot be identified with definable anatomic spaces [58]. Certainly, 
the accretion rate represents a skeletal average of net mineral movement into 
the bone [58]. If these statements are representative, the model presented 
here is sufficient to generate acceptable values of these two parameters. In 
addition, Information on the intestinal absorption of calcium under standard 
conditions may be obtained, as well as data on average excretion rates of the 
mineral. A combination of these methodologies forms a useful basis for 
studies of calcium metabolism in human subjects. 

n 
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